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Abstract 
This thesis reports on the development a low cost and mass-producible bicycle powered 

irrigation pump for small-scale (100–1,000 m2 plot) African farmers. The pump is intended to be 

made and distributed by World Bicycle Relief’s Buffalo Bikes program. This project’s process is 

divided into three parts: an investigation into the user needs, quantitative testing of a prototype 

pump’s power and efficiency, and the redesign of the pump for manufacturing.  

 

In order to clarify the user needs, I conducted in-depth interviews and informal demonstrations 

with small-scale farmers in Kenya. I learned of additional user requirements; for example, that 

the pump must be usable by children. I also learned of critical problems with the early design; for 

example, that air leaks on the suction side of the pump will hobble its performance. Though 

imperfect, the limited success of the trials verified the viability of a bicycle irrigation pump in 

the target market. 

 

To quantify the effectiveness of a centrifugal bicycle powered pump, I measured the pump’s 

water flow at various input power levels and outlet heights (vertical heads). The efficiency of the 

pump system (η ≈ 55%) approached the claimed manufacturer’s maximum efficiency of η ≈ 

66%. I then compared the bicycle pump to two other human powered pumps, both of which use a 

treadle pumping style. The bicycle system pumps water at similar or possibly higher flows than 

the tested treadle pumps. Friction calculations additionally revealed that at fast flow rates of 1 

liter per second (16 gallons per minute), hoses with a 1 inch diameter (25.4 mm) have significant 

friction losses, while 1.5 inch (38.1 mm) hoses have negligible friction losses. 

 

Based on the interviews and efficiency tests, I redesigned the pump and gearbox to be made of 

plastic and to address the main issues identified in the field. The pump-to-hose attachments are 

designed to reduce air leaks, reduce tipping, and simplify the pump’s setup. The form of the 

gearbox is designed without overhangs so that it can be manufactured by casting. By creating an 

inexpensive irrigation method, I hope to empower small-scale African farmers to lift themselves 

into prosperity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recommended Citation: 

Abe McKay, “The Water Buffalo: Design of a Portable Bicycle Powered Irrigation Pump for 

Small-Scale African Farmers,” M.S. Mechanical Engineering, University of California, Davis, 

Davis, CA, 2018. 

 
[Photo credit for the title page: Justice Opanga (yellow shirt), Ernest Kulali (white shirt), and Justice’s grandson (red 

shirt) try out the bicycle irrigation pump]  
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Definition of Terms 

Symbol  Definition  SI Unit 

𝐶𝐻𝑊 is Hazen–Williams roughness coefficient which is 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠 

𝑑 is nominal diameter of the hose in units of 𝑚 

𝑔 is acceleration due to gravity in units of 𝑚

𝑠2
 

𝐻𝑣 is vertical head in units of 𝑚 

𝐻𝑙 is head loss from friction with the hose in units of 𝑚 

𝐻𝑡 is total head in units of 𝑚 

𝐿 is length, typically of a hose in units of 𝑚 

𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑑 is hydraulic power in units of 𝑊 

𝑃𝑖𝑛 is input power in units of 𝑊 

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 is output power in units of 𝑊 

𝑄 is volumetric flow rate, typically water in units of 𝑙

𝑠
 

𝜌 is density, typically water in units of 𝑘𝑔

𝑙
 

𝜂 is efficiency which is 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠 
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Introduction 
Motivation 

“In the dry season, it’s bad. There is no food.” “Most people, we wait for the rain.”  
- Jared, a Nairobi Uber driver and farmer 

“We depend on the rain. When there is no rain, there is no way out.” 
- Eggrey, a small-scale farmer 

 

Africa contains 1/4th of the world’s arable land, however, a quarter of people in Africa are 

undernourished and half live on less than $1.90 a day [1]. Most of these poor households (80%) 

are small-scale0F

* farmers [3]. Most small-scale farmers are dependent on rainfall for their crops, 

which causes them multiple problems [4]. 

 

The central drawback of dependence on rainfall is that farmers do not have income during the 

dry seasons. In order to make it through dry seasons, farmers rely on stored provisions from the 

past season and bought food [4].  

 

Additionally, when many farmers in the same area depend on rain, their timing cause a pricing 

issue. All of the non-irrigating farmers in an area will grow their crops in a single season and 

attempt to all sell at the same time. The spike in supply from all rain-dependent farmers selling 

simultaneously will drive down crop prices, bringing farmers minimal returns. The surplus 

produce -up to 65% percent of food grown in Africa- then rots before it can be eaten or sold [3]. 

Those same farming families that had surplus during the wet season are left without food in the 

following months. This boom-and-bust cycle leaves families hungry and poor during the dry 

season.  

 

Subsistence Farmer Small-scale Farmer Professional Small Farmer 

20–100 m2 plot  

Focus on feeding family  

Estimated $100 per harvest. 

One or two harvests / year 

100–1,000 m2 plot  

Focus on feeding family & income  

Estimated $800 per harvest.  

Three harvests / year 

500–5,000 m2 plot 

Focus on income 

Over $1,000 per harvest. 

Three or more harvests / year 
Table 1: Descriptors of farmers using land holdings and income. Based on a table from Xylem Inc. [17] 

Irrigation is the primary limiting factor for small-scale farmers growing during the dry season 

and is an important way out of this timing problem [4], [5]. Farmers who can grow crops when 

rain is not falling can eat and sell their food when market supply is low, boosting profits. 

Farmers with irrigation are more resilient to variation in weather patterns, a variation that will be 

increasingly chaotic with the changing world climate [4]. Irrigation enables farmers to switch 

from substance production to growing of cash crops, which has additional benefits for women 

farmers [6].  
 

Although irrigation would greatly benefit the small-scale farmers of Africa, currently only six 

percent of farmland is irrigated in Africa, far lower than Asia (37%) or Latin America (14%) [3], 

                                                 
*In this paper, I define the term ‘small-scale’ as described in Table 1. I use the term in the same way as 

‘smallholder.’ According to the FAO, ‘small-scale’ lacks “a universally-accepted international definition” and is 

best defined in context [2].   
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[4], [7]. Farmers’ most accessible technique for irrigation is to carry watering cans by hand, but 

the required physical labor is strenuous. Paul Polak, who has interviewed hundreds of small-

scale farmers in Africa and Asia, says that farmers will spend six hours a day every other day 

just to irrigate with watering can [8]. This labor cost is the limiting factor for many farmers.  

 

Irrigation techniques that require less labor, such as water pumps and drip irrigation, have higher 

financial costs. Financial cost is the central barrier to irrigation and thus the central barrier to the 

poverty of small-scale African farmers [5], [9]. There is huge potential for poverty and hunger 

alleviation in Africa through lowering the cost of irrigation [4].  

 

Irrigation Pump Technologies 

Irrigation has been widely recognized as a fertile target for improving the livelihoods of small-

scale farmers [10]. Hand powered borehole pumps, such as in Figure 1 are ubiquitous throughout 

Africa, but are not high enough flow for irrigation purposes.  

 

Figure 1: ‘Mama Grace’ Olang and Eric Etale next to a hand powered borehole pump in Esabalu, Kenya 

On the other hand, petroleum powered pumps give ample output but are costly. In Kenya, a 

petroleum pump has an upfront cost of at least $350 plus repairs and fuel, which brings the cost 

to around $1,000 per year 1F

* [Appendix A: Interviews with Kenyan Farmers], [12].  
In a similar upfront price range of gas powered pumps, solar pumps have been a recent growing 

focus. A company based in Kenya, Futurepump, offers a solar alternative to a gasoline pump. 

Their solar pumps are more expensive upfront at around $650 but eliminate all fuel costs and 

greatly reduce repair costs [11], [12]. Unfortunately, neither amount of upfront capital is 

available for most small-scale farmers. 
 

Human powered pumps meet the need of some farmers that are unable to afford solar or gas 

pumps. Simple and cheap† methods have been used to design and install stationary treadle and 

bicycle-based pumps. For example, Maya Pedal in Guatemala makes stationary rope & washer 

type pumps from discarded American bicycle frames and commonly available material as seen in 

Figure 2 [14].  Another example of an inexpensive human powered pumps are the bamboo 

                                                 
*Gas pump, fuel, and maintenance cost estimate is from Futurepump’s calculations [11].   
† As said in Water Lifting Devices, “human muscular energy is not cheap” [13]. Human power just the only option 

for many farmers that lack capital.  
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treadle pumps installed by International Development Enterprises (IDE) that employ the same 

motion as walking up stairs as seen in Figure 3. Although they use inexpensive materials, 

systems such as these require custom construction and are not portable. 

  

 

Figure 2:  Rope & washer pump made by Maya Pedal [15] 

 

 

Figure 3: Bamboo treadle pump by IDE [16] 

Inexpensive, reliable pumps have already proven a dramatic agent of change for small-scale 

farmers. In the 1980s, IDE focused on the gap of irrigation technologies for farmers in 

Bangladesh. Instead of giving away or subsidizing the pumps, which undercuts the local pump 

market, they involved farmers and well-drillers as treadle pump dealers [17]. IDE’s careful 

planning and the dealers’ creative marketing lead to a massive success; as of 2000, over 1.5 

million treadle pumps were sold in Bangladesh [17]. According to IDE’s reports, farmers gained 

an addition $100 a year from the added irrigation and a fifth of farmers had a boosted $500 a 

year [17]. IDE reports that many of the farmers used the extra income to future upgrade to 
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powered pumps [17]. IDE dramatically shifted lives of small-scale farmers in Bangladesh 

through the commercial production and marketing of human powered pumps.  

 

Another company call MoneyMaker, under the umbrella organization KickStart, also makes a 

line of a widely popular human powered water pumps in Africa [3], [18], [19]. KickStart says 

that families using a MoneyMaker increases their household income by 400% [3].  

 

Technology Watering Bucket Treadle Pump Solar Pump Gas Pump 

Image 

   
 

Example 

Product 
20 liter bucket 

MoneyMaker 

Max 
Futurepump SF2 Honda WX10 

Claimed 

Flow Rate 
20-30 buckets 2F

* per 

6 hour day 

1 liter per 

second [20] 

1 liter per second 

[21] 

2.02 liter per 

second [22] 

Upfront 

Cost 
 $170 $6503F

† $3504F

‡ 

Used by Subsistence 

Farmer 

Small-scale 

Farmer 

Commercial 

Small Farmer 

Commercial 

Small Farmer 

Citation [23] [18] [21] [22] 

Table 2: Comparison of irrigation water lifting techniques 

 

Figure 4: Water delivery rates for irrigation methods. The left vertical axis shows the number of 20 liter buckets that 

could be filled during a 6 hour day of watering. The right vertical axis shows the equivalent flow rate in liters per 

second. The flow rates are the maximum claimed by the vendors, so at near 0 vertical heads.  

                                                 
* Two farmers (Ms. M- and Ms. O- on 2017-08-29) told me the number of 20 liter buckets they carried in a single 

day of watering. One of them used a wheelbarrow and the other may have had a hired laborer.   
† Note that solar pumps do not need monitoring. After setup, a farmer can leave the pump and work on other tasks.  
‡ This cost does not include fuel or maintenance. 
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Table 2 and Figure 4 summarize a few of the main irrigation technologies available to African 

farmers.  

 

The portable treadle pumps are inexpensive compared to solar pumps, but the initial capital is 

still a barrier for farmers hoping to start irrigating. IDE found that farmers preferred cheaper 

treadle pumps even if the pumps would last 2 years instead of 7 [17]. Similarly, KickStart is 

shifting its focus to even cheaper hip pumps [19]. Even then, treadle pumps serve as a bridge 

technology, earning farmers enough money to move on to a solar or gas pump [17]. They have 

both decided that the best way to equip small-scale farmers is by lowering the initial cost. 

 

Purpose 

The purpose of this project is to make a portable bicycle powered water irrigation pump that 

performs more efficiently, is less expensive, and equally durable than existing human powered 

water pumps. Lowering the cost of human powered pump will enable farmers to irrigate during 

the dry seasons, and thus bridging the gap from watering can to solar pump technologies. A 

bicycle powered pump will likely be more cost effective than treadle pumps for the following 

reasons: 

 Efficiency: According to studies by J.Y. Harrison on human power, pedaling is one of 

the two most efficient methods of extracting mechanical power from a human [24].  The 

other most efficient method is rowing, and IDE has found rowing pumps to be less 

desirable than treadle pumps [17]. 

 Dual use: Much of a bicycle pump’s hardware is simply reusing the bicycle’s hardware 

such as the frame, crank, pedals, and chain ring, thus reducing the additional needed 

material and cost. With a detachable pump, the bicycle retains its value as a vehicle.  

 Transportation: A pump will need to be transported around a farmer’s land and - for 

property security reasons - the pumps will have to be taken inside every night. By 

coupling a pump with a bicycle, they can be more mobile than the currently available 

pumps. The pump and gearbox package is also much smaller and lighter than a treadle 

pump. 

 

Similar Bicycle Irrigation Pumps 

Other engineers and groups have also attempted to create bicycle powered irrigation pumps, as 

recorded in Table 2. Most notably, in 2008 Jon Leary worked on an engineering masters project 

on bicycle irrigation pumps. He partnered with a Guatemalan NGO called Maya Pedal that 

transforms old bicycles into other human powered machines. Jon Leary developed a rear rack-

style pump that uses reclaimed centrifugal pumps [25]. Maya Pedal still creates pumps based on 

Jon’s design. 
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Name Pump Type Flow Rate Notes Year Citation 

Jon Leary centrifugal 0.7 l/s at <1m In partnership with 

Maya Pedal 

2008 [25] 

Project 41 centrifugal 3.16 l/s at 

unreported head 

Uses discarded pool 

pumps. Flow rate 

from sales page.  

2018 [26] 

MIT PurpleB 

Group 

1 bellow 0.75 l/s at<1m Flow rate from hand 

pumping test. 

2005 [27] 

Arizona Team piston & 

geometry 

0.5 l/s at <1m Tried multiple pump 

types 

2013 [28] 

Treadmaps centrifugal Not reported Portable. A how-to.  2015 [29] 

Strathclyde 

Group 

2 piston low Video 2007 [30] 

Alex Gowans 2 piston Not reported In partnership with 

KickStart 

2010 [31] 

SIFA Machinery 1 piston Not reported stationary 2013 [32] 

US Aid in Nepal rotary Not reported stationary 2015 [33] 

Josie Redmonds centrifugal Not reported Based on Sheffield 

students’ 

2013 [34] 

Garg et. al. unclear 0.12 l/s at 5.5 m Incorrectly identifies 

a peristaltic pump as 

a centrifugal pump 

2013 [35] 

Table 3: Review of bicycle powered irrigation pumps 

Like John Leary’s design, Project 41 and instructables.com user “Treadmaps” both spin 

reclaimed centrifugal pumps with a bicycle’s rear wheel [26], [29]. Alex Gowans (a Design 

Practice student at York  as well as student groups from MIT and University of Strathclyde all 

worked on linear pump styles such as piston or bellow pumps, but all ran into issues with choppy 

pedaling resistance [27], [30], [31]. A student group from Arizona built both piston and rotary 

prototypes, but they were not satisfied with their pumps’ efficiency [28]. Garg et. al setup a 

rotary pump driven by a belt off of the rear wheel but generated low flow [35]. Brief articles 

describe a few other instances of bicycle pumps but none with flow measurements [32], [34], 

[36].  

 

Partnership with Buffalo Bikes 

This project has two distinguishing factors from other bicycle irrigation pump designs: 

Engagement of the Private Sector 
This project was suggested by, and completed in partnership with Buffalo Bikes, which is 

the social enterprise arm of the World Bike Relief (WBR). Buffalo Bikes builds and sells 

bicycles targeted for Africa. Buffalo Bikes’ intention for this irrigation pump is to go into 

commercial distribution as an add-on to their bicycles.  

 

With the partnership of Buffalo Bikes, there is already a manufacturing, distribution, and 

marketing system to get the product to a wide range of users. With their distribution of 
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~60,000 bicycles per year, WBR has shown that their supply chain is working. We hope 

to establish a product that sustainably support its own growth. As IDE and KickStart have 

shown, engaging the private sector vastly increases the possible spread rate and reach of a 

product [3], [17].  

Design for Mass Production 
To engage the private sector, the bicycle irrigation pump needs to be designed for mass 

production*. In contrast to the work of Jon Leary, Maya Pedal, and Project 41, the design 

cannot depend on the limited supply of used centrifugal pumps. Instead, the pump must 

be inexpensive even when the parts are new [25], [26]. 
  
In a longer-term view, successful expansion of a bicycle irrigation pump will encourage other 

manufacturers to deploy similar efficient pumps. For example, through their success, IDE and 

KickStart demonstrated that farmers benefit and will pay for treadle pumps. Drawn by their 

success, Xylem Inc. -a multi-billion dollar water technology company- recently launched their 

own treadle pump designed for the small-scale farmer [37]. If we can demonstrate a sustainable 

commercial model, we hope to attract other organizations to distribute bicycle-based water 

pumps to an even wider portion of the population. 

 

  

                                                 
** Buffalo Bikes has found that sustainably mass producing equipment means manufacturing outside of Africa. To 

have the parts made to the necessary tolerances in Africa would require costs far over the market price. Kickstart 

and Futurepump also import their products [12], [19].  
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Starting Point 

 

 
Figure 5: First prototype pump and gearbox on a Buffalo Bike. The gearbox is attached to the bicycle with a single 

bolt through a pivot bushing welding into the bicycle’s top tube. A bicycle chain runs from the bicycle’s chain ring 

(out of the image) up to a shaft protruding from the gearbox. The gearbox multiplies the shaft speed to better match 

the pump’s listed shaft rotation rate.  

 

 
Figure 6: First prototype pump in Davis, CA from the top angle. The bottom image includes labels of the part 

sections.  
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Buffalo Bike’s Product Manager, Andrew Hall* conducted a preliminary exploration of bicycle 

water pumps. He designed a pump and gearbox prototype which I recreated. I will refer to this 

design as the “first prototype.” As seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6, the bicycle’s drive chain spins 

one shaft (the bicycle shaft). The bicycle shaft is connected via a smaller gearbox chain to the 

second shaft (the pump shaft) which is attached to the pump’s impeller. The first prototype uses 

an HF50B (Pedrollo S.p.A, San Bonifacio, Italy) centrifugal water pump with the electric motor 

removed [38]. For more drawings, see Appendix C: Images of the First Prototype Gearbox. 

 

The pump could be attached to the bicycle in many arrangements; for example, run off of the 

back wheel or attached in front of the handlebars like a front basket. In their preliminary 

exploration, Buffalo Bikes drew the following conclusions: 

 Rear-wheel friction power drives wear out the bicycle tire at a prohibitively expensive 

rate. 

 Rear-wheel friction power drives are unstable and slip in the mud of farms and stream 

banks. 

 Andrew Hall developed a single pivot attachment point on a bicycle’s top tube that is 

self-tensioning, uses few materials, and is simple to attach.  

 Attachment in front of the handle bars is more difficult to adjust and tension than the 

single pivot point  

 It will be simple to adapt a side mount system to a front. During this design iteration, it 

was more valuable to assume the side mount and work on other design issues.  

For these reasons, the side-mounted single pivot point was given as an initial design constraint.  

With a working bicycle irrigation pump prototype, my next step was to do field testing. 

  

                                                 
* Andrew Hall represented Buffalo Bikes throughout the project. He was in consistent contact and was a crucial 

member of this project. 
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Human Centered Design 

Jaribuni – Swahili for “try”. Vibrant Village’s local headquarters is on Jaribuni 

Farm 

As with all product design, an essential part of the design of this bicycle irrigation pump was 

centered around people. IDE changed their product mid-project from a rowing pump to a treadle 

pump based on farmer’s feedback [17]. In order to foresee large project shifts as early as 

possible* in the project, I engaged with the target market at the beginning of the design project. 

 

Methodology 

In the summer of 2017, I traveled to around Kisumu, Kenya to test a prototype pump, collect 

user feedback, and investigate the use-environment. Kisumu is the third largest Kenyan city, is 

home to Buffalo Bike’s Kenyan headquarters, is the headquarters of Futurepump, and has high 

bicycle usage for Eastern Africa [40]. Most of the farmers that I talked to were in Esabalu, a 

dense but rural farming area 25 km (15 miles) away from Kisumu as seen in Figure 7 and Figure 

8.  

 

 
Figure 7: Geographic Context of Esabalu. The left image highlights Kenya in Africa, the middle image highlights 

Kisumu County in Kenya, and the right shows the both Kisumu and Esabalu. [41]–[43] 

 
Figure 8: Brian Mukare and Truphena Amboko show me along a road in Esabulu, Kenya. 

                                                 
* For an example of a water pump targeted for Africa that did not recognize its human centered mistakes quickly, see 

the playpump [39]. 
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In-depth Interviews 
With the help of the NGO Vibrant Village, I conducted demonstrations and in-depth interviews 

with 14 small-scale farmers. The farmers were part of the Vibrant Village farming group and 

selected by their director, Nick Kempson. The farmers were selected primarily by proximity, but 

also to include both males and females. All of the farmers owned between 1/8 of an acre and 4 

acres of land with the most common plot size being 1/4 of an acre. All of their farms bordered 

creeks that had naturally flowing water year-round. From what I heard, having a year round 

water source is typical of small-scale farmers in the area [11]. 

 

In an interview session, I would start by introducing myself and my goal of gathering 

information about making a bicycle powered irrigation pump. Often, the field officer that I had 

joined for the day would translate. The farmer would then show me to their plot and the closest 

water source. I would set up a version of the first prototype pump, as seen in Figure 9.  

 

Pump Setup Steps 

1. Place the bicycle on its stand on the most level and firm ground within 5 meters (the 

length of the suction hose) of the water supply. 

2. Connect the pump housing and gearbox to the bicycle with a bolt going through the 

bicycle’s single pivot point. 

3. Derail the bicycle’s chain. 

4. Attach a separate chain to the bicycle’s chain ring and to the sprocket of the bicycle shaft 

protruding from the gearbox. 

5. Attach the suction hose to the pump input. Attachment involved rotating the entire hose, 

as the adaptor had to be threaded in. 

6. Stretch out the suction hose to water source. The goal was to have a consistently rising 

hose to avoid the collection of air bubbles. 

7. “Prime” or fill the pump housing and suction hose with water poured in via the pump’s 

outlet. This priming step often took a few tries to force out trapped air bubbles.  

8. Attach the outlet hose, which was a collapsible 2 inch hose, to the pump outlet. 

9. Adjust until the pump was functional. The typical adjustments were re-priming after air 

bubbles escaped or wrapping the joints to try to minimize air leaks.  
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Figure 9: The bicycle irrigation pump setup with labels. Water flows from right to left as indicated with the blue 

arrows. Jackson Masaba pedals the pump on his farm. 

 

 
Figure 10: Jackson Masaba (right) tells me (left) about his farm. 
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After demonstrating the pump, and allowing the farmer to use the pump, I would then ask a 

variety of questions to try to understand the farmer environment, viewpoint, and goals. I asked 

questions in multiple ways to check for misunderstandings*. For a list of the questions and the 

farmers’ answers, see Appendix A: Interviews with Kenyan Farmers. 

 
Figure 11: Eric Etale demonstrates the bicycle pump to a group at the Vibrant Village Community Meeting 

In addition to the in-depth interviews, I also interacted with farmers through a few other ways. 

During a large gathering of the Vibrant Village community, I set up a demonstration of pump. 

Along with a volunteer, Eric Etale, I talked to around 20 groups each of around 10 farmers. 

Although the reach was much wider, the depth of questions was shallower than the one-on-one 

interviews. 

 

Keeping in mind that our goal is to enable farmers to upgrade to powered pumps, I was also 

generously allowed to join a Futurepump team on their rounds to 6 users of solar or gas pumps.  

 

Lessons Learned 

What I had already heard before arriving in Kisumu was largely true, but I learned more about 

the Kenyan society, about the handiness of the people, and the many ways the first prototype 

could fail. Throughout my time there, everyone I met was exceedingly kind, and I receive help 

from every quarter.  

 

Farming & Society 

 Nearly everyone that I met - taxi drivers, guards, grounds-keepers, government officials - 

were at least a part-time farmer. Agricultural improvements would thus affect nearly 

every Kenyan.  

 Improvements in farming techniques can tremendously increase the yields. One farmer 

reported a twenty-fold increase (that is 2,000% of the original) in maize by following 

Vibrant Village’s techniques of bought seed and fertilizer. This incredible statistic was 

then backed up by the director and by farmers back in California.  

                                                 
* ‘Ask questions in multiple ways’ was part of the helpful advice from Lauren Pincus, Andrew Hall, and Nick 

Kempson, all of whom have experience interviewing farmers in the area [44]. 
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 Most farmers did not grow during the dry seasons because irrigation was too much work. 

Some farmers had counted the number of buckets they filled with water (20 - 30 buckets 

per day for 2 weeks). Others said they spent 6 hours, 3 days a week watering, which 

matches the duration quoted by Paul Polak [8]. One fellow relayed that even though he 

would toss water directly from the creek to his field without moving his feet, it still took 

4 hours on 3 days a week.  

 All farmers preferred a powered pump such as solar or diesel over a human powered 

pump but cost was a prohibitive barrier.  

 Women were less likely to ride bicycles. 

 

Materials Available 

 Welding and brazing are widely available, though of varying quality.  

 Internet orders and delivery are not available.  

 Small-scale farmers generally owned no hand tools (like screwdrivers or wrenches) but 

could buy them cheaply (around $1 for a wrench) at a local market.  

 People with motorbikes did not want to use the motorbike to power an irrigation pump; 

they could get more income by renting it as a taxi. 

 A handful of farmers had a bicycle, but they all could easily buy one. Getting an 

inexpensive used bicycle would be roughly $30. 

 

Use Case 

 A human powered pump must be usable by children because many farmers have their 

kids or grandkids help them. The first prototype’s positioning restricted the leg 

movement when kids tried to pedal.  

 Even though using one’s legs can be 3x more efficient, some farmers prefer to pump 

using their arms. For multiple farmers, this preference is due to past leg injuries.  

 Farmers prefer getting a pump, hoses, and sprinklers in a package so they know they are 

compatible.  

 Farmers would like the pump to be adaptable to other power sources, such as gasoline or 

solar motors. 

 

Pump Prototype Specific 

 Air leaks were a common nuisance. The typical way a farmer would handle them is 

wrapping with rubber strips, which works for water leaks but not as well for suction-side 

air leaks. 

 Chain & gears have better alignment flexibility (aka get stuck less often) with a looser 

chain. The tradeoff is a looser chain fall off more easily and eventually will slip over the 

teeth of a sprocket without turning the sprocket.  

 The amount of resistance to pedaling remained constant regardless of how high you lifted 

the end of the hose. If the hose went high enough up a hill, water would simply stop 

coming out*. The only way to get water to go higher would be to pedal faster or change 

the gearing.  

                                                 
* This phenomenon is a feature of centrifugal pumps; positive displacement pump such as piston and diaphragm 

pumps have increasing resistance with increasing head. 
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 The bicycle was liable to tip over due to the combined weight of the hoses filled with 

water and the instability of the muddy ground. 

 

For more details, see Appendix A: Interviews with Kenyan Farmers. From the interviews, I 

developed at set of customer needs in the style Ulrich’s Product Design and Development [45]. 

The list is summarized below but the full list of can be found in Appendix B: User Needs List. 

 

Summarized Customer Needs 

This list describes an ideal pump from the point of view of users. An actual product with have to 

balance the importance of conflicting needs. The “!” signifies surprising needs that I only learned 

through interviews. 

 

 The pump will be easy to use.  

 ! The pump will be usable by a single person. 

 The pump will pump lots of water. 

 The pump will be sturdy.  

 The pump will be an attractive price 

 The pump will have simple maintenance.  

 ! The pump will be able to be troubleshot over the phone. 

 The pump will be easy to transport down rough dirt roads. 

 ! The pump will be usable by your hands & arms 

 ! The pump will be connectable to a gasoline motor or motorbike. 

 ! The pump will be compatible with sprinklers  

 ! The pump will be usable by children 
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Power & Efficiency 
“Can you make the water come out with big force?” 

– Joram, a small-scale farmer 

Overview 
The field tests supported that the centrifugal bicycle pump could meet the users’ needs. The next 

step in the investigation was to quantitatively test if a bicycle powered irrigation pump could 

compete with other technologies serving the same needs. I hypothesized that a bicycle powered 

centrifugal pump would be more efficient than a treadle style stepping pump. As there were no 

such studies, I arranged to directly compare a portable treadle pump and the bicycle pump. 

 

To investigate the efficiency of a human powered centrifugal pump I needed to measure the 

power input by a human rider and the output power. To make this measurement, I replaced the 

bottom bracket, chain ring and pedals of a Buffalo Bike with a DZero (Quarq, Spearfish, SD) 

power meter that measures the cadence and applied force at the pedals. I then setup the bicycle 

with the first prototype pump next to a staircase. A pedaler would pump water while a second 

person at a designated height on the staircase would measure the time to fill a twenty liter bucket, 

as seen in Figure 12 and Figure 13.  

 

Filling a 20 liter bucket is both the typical method of manually watering fields and also a 

common test for human powered pumps. In Water Lifting Devices*, Fraenkel references two 

studies measuring flow by filling 20 liter buckets [13], [46], [47]. According to Alan Spybey5F

†, 

Kickstart also evaluated the MoneyMaker pumps by filling 20 liter buckets [48].  

Materials 
Equipment Specifics Additional Details 

Bicycle Buffalo Bike Utility style  

Centrifugal 

Pump 

First Prototype Pump  which used a Pedrollo HF50B centrifugal pump 

Gearbox total ratio of 26:1 Bicycle chain ratio: 46 tooth to 8 tooth  

Gearbox chain ratio: 50 tooth to 11 tooth 

Power 

Meter 

Quarq DZero Power measurement within 1.5% [49] 

Samples approximately once per second  

Synced via Bluetooth to an app, Wahoo Fitness 

Treadle 

Pump #1 

Super MoneyMaker Produced by Kickstart Inc. This version is older than 

the MoneyMaker Max.  

Treadle 

Pump #2 

Saajhi Stepping 

Pump 

Produced by Xylem Inc. 

Suction 

Hose 

5 meters of semi-

rigid reinforced 

plastic hose 

1.5 inch (38mm) nominal diameter 

Outlet Hose 5 meters flexible, 

clear vinyl hose  

1 inch (24.5mm) in nominal diameter  

                                                 
* Water Lifting Devices by Peter Fraenkel was published by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 

Nations. The report is a clear and thorough explanation of all the main topics of irrigation.  
† Alan Spybey is Kickstart’s Director of Product Intelligence and Development. 
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Foot Valve Spring check valve This valve was attached to the inlet of the suction hose 

to prevent the pump from losing its prime 

Water 

reservoir 

75 liter tub Initially I used a 20 liter (5.3 gallon) bucket but then 

switched to a larger 75 liter (20 gallon) tub  

Outlet 

bucket 

20 liter bucket with each liter marked on the inside 

 

 

 
Figure 12: Sketch of the experimental setup. The arrows on the right side demonstrate the “head” terminology. The 

sketch is not scale.  
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Figure 13: Pump Power Test Setup. A person astride the bicycle would pedal, which pumped water from the low 

reservoir up the hose to measurement buckets on the above stair. 

 

Theory 
I was interested in measuring the average efficiency (η) of a test pump. The efficiency is defined 

by the useful power out of a system over the mechanical power that the human had to put into 

the system.  

 
𝜂 =

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑃𝑖𝑛
=

𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑑

𝑃𝑖𝑛
 

(1) 

where 

𝜂 is efficiency which is 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠 

𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑑 is hydraulic power in units of 𝑊 
𝑃𝑖𝑛 is input power in units of 𝑊 

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 is output power in units of 𝑊 
 

In our circumstances, the useful power of the pump is the hydraulic power. Hydraulic power is 

defined by the following equation: 

 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑑 = 𝑄𝜌𝑔𝐻𝑣 (2) 

 

where 
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𝑔 is acceleration due to gravity in units of 𝑚

𝑠2
 

𝐻𝑣 is vertical head, also called static head in units of 𝑚 

𝑄 is volumetric flow rate, typically water in units of 𝑙

𝑠
 

𝜌 is density, typically water in units of 𝑘𝑔

𝑙
 

 

Similar to the potential energy stored in a water tower, hydraulic power can be thought of as the 

rate that a system is adding potential energy to a water tower or other reservoir. The “head” term 

in this equation is a common and convenient way to measure pressure. The head pressure is 

equivalent to the height of a column of water that would produce the same hydraulic pressure*. 

In additional to vertical distance, head pressure can also represent the resistive pressure created 

by friction in a pipe or hose.  

 

For example, in one trial, we were lifting water up 4 meters of vertical head and the bicycle 

pedaler produced an average power of 102.4 watts. I then used the following calculation: 

 

 
𝑄 =

𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒

𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
=

20 [𝑙]

20.48[𝑠]
= 0.98 [

𝑙

𝑠
] 

 

(3) 

 
𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑑 = 𝑄𝜌𝑔𝐻𝑣 = 0.98 [

𝑙

𝑠
] ∗ 1 [

𝑘𝑔

𝑙
] ∗ 9.81 [

𝑚

𝑠2
] ∗ 4[𝑚] = 38.32 [𝑊] (4) 

 
𝜂 =

𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑑

𝑃𝑖𝑛
=

38.32 [𝑊]

102.4 [𝑊]
= 37% 

 

(5) 

using 1 [
𝑘𝑔

𝑙
] for the density of water and 9.81[

𝑚

𝑠2] for the acceleration due to gravity.  

 

Comparison to the Xylem Saajhi Stepping Pump 

I wanted to measure the efficiency of the bicycle pump for a range of vertical heads, which 

represents farms with hills or the pressure head from using sprinklers. I also wanted to compare 

the bicycle pump’s efficiency to an existing human powered pump. In particular, I compared 

flow measurements to the published results of the Saajhi stepping pump, which is a portable 

treadle pump made by Xylem, Inc [37]. 

Procedure: Constant Power, Varied Head 
The power meter’s readout software6F

† did not display a live power reading but did display a live 

cadence reading. Cadence is a proxy for power if the applied torque is constant. To control the 

input power in this experiment, the pedaler watched the readout of cadence and tried to keep it at 

                                                 
* Note that a pump’s pressure depends on the density of the pumped fluid but the pump’s head does not [50], [51]. In 

this project, I use head and pressure interchangeably because water is the only pumped fluid. 
† The software distributed with the DZero power meter, Qalvin BLE, did not record data. The compatible app that 

did record data Wahoo Fitness did not display live power readings. 
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a level that would correspond to 100 watts 7F

*. We then took multiple trials (3 to 6 trials) at vertical 

heads ranging from 1 to 5 meters in increments of 1 meter. We changed the vertical head by 

moving the outlet hose up a staircase. The vertical head was measured on a staircase using a laser 

distance meter. 

 

In each trial, once the pedaler reached a stable cadence and torque, they would start a timer and 

simultaneously call out to the person at the outlet of the hose (the “outlet person”) to switch the 

water flow from filling an auxiliary bucket to filling the measurement bucket. The outlet person 

would then call out when the measurement bucket was filled to 20 liters, and the pedaler would 

stop the timer. Thus, I measured input power, height (the independent variable), time, and 

volume (volume over time describes the flow rate, which was the dependent variable). 

 

Results and Analysis: Constant Power, Varied Head 
With the data collected during the pumping experiments, I calculated the hydraulic power and 

the average efficiency of each trial. At input powers near 100 watts, the bicycle pump produced 

the pump curve seen in Figure 14. 

 

 

  
Figure 14: Flow rates at various vertical heads for a centrifugal bicycle powered pump. Each blue dot represents the 

flow rate of a trial run. The combined average flow for all of the trials each head is marked with a black dash. The 

                                                 
* The usual case will be that a farmer pedals at a constant sustainable rate which we targeted to be 100 watts (0.13 

horsepower). According to Water Lifting Devices, an average adult can maintain an output of over 100 watts for 

more than an hour [52].   
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number of trails and average input power in watts at each head are represented by “n=…” and “… W” respectively. 

The two related points interpolated from the Saaji treadle pump are represented as triangles.  

The trial’s input power ranged 8 F

* from 78 [W] to 102 [W] and a standard deviation of 9[W].  

 

Xylem Inc has published a white paper that reports their treadle pump’s flow at four heights. The 

white paper reports that their power was controlled in the following manner: 

 

“The input power was determined using a dual air piston test fixture that articulated the 

pedals while water was pumped through the Saajhi at incremental pressure loads. The 

stepping rate and flow rate were measured at each pressure load with a constant 157-

pound force applied at the same position on the pedals [37].” 

 

The same white paper additionally showed a curve for 150 watts [37]. Note that Xylem also 

published the Saajhi performance curve in their product manual, but they do not state an input 

power for those measurements, and the flow rates differ from the rates in the white paper [53].  

 

To directly compare to our 100 watt power bicycle measurements to the Saajhi pump, I 

interpolated from Xylem’s graph to estimate the Saajhi’s flow at 100 watts [37]. Linear 

displacement pump’s flow varies linearly with input power so I used a linear interpolation [54], 

[55]. Only 2 of Xylem’s 4 published points were in the same head range as our experiment, and 

they are included in Figure 14. 

 

The results from our “Constant Power, Varied Head” test and the interpolation from Xylem’s 

data suggest that at heads of around 3-5 meters, a centrifugal pump can more efficiently pump 

water than the Xylem Saajhi pump.  

 

Comparison to the MoneyMaker 

In addition to the Xylem Saajhi pump, I wanted to compare the efficiency of this bicycle 

irrigation pump to the leading standard of portable human powered irrigation, one of the 

MoneyMaker pumps. MoneyMaker has flow data for their products. However, as measuring 

input power is difficult, these measurements included the weight of the 70 kg (154 lbs) pedaler, 

but not a measured input power [56]. These flows were generated during a “racing mode” sprint 

[48], which I interpreted as a pace that could be maintained for minutes rather than for hours.  

 

As a rough control of the input power, I had a pedaler ‘sprint’ to fill a 20 liter bucket with first a 

moneymaker pump and then the bicycle pump. 

Procedure: Sprint Test 
During a trial of this sprint test, the pedaler would begin operating the treadle pump or the 

bicycle as fast as they could. For the treadle pump, the pedaler would put all of their weight on 

one treadle until the treadle completed the full range of motion. Then, as quickly as possible, the 

pedaler would switch their weight to the other treadle. For the bicycle pump, the pedaler would 

                                                 
* We removed one outlying point at 4[m] head and because the pedaler’s input power was only 68 watts instead of 

the target 100 watts.  
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pedal at the fastest cadence they could. The resistance on pedals was similar to bicycling on a flat 

paved road.  

 

Because the pedaler did not need to follow a live readout, the outlet person controlled all the 

trial’s timing. The outlet person would start a timer and simultaneously switch the outlet flow 

from filling an auxiliary bucket to filling the measurement bucket. The outlet person would then 

stop the timer when the measurement bucket was filled to 20 liters. 

 

The same materials (hoses, valves, reservoirs, locations) were used for both the MoneyMaker 

and bicycle pump tests. The trials were conducted with 3 meters of vertical head.  Two pedalers 

each took 10 trials with the MoneyMaker and 5 trials each with the bicycle pump. We used a 

Super MoneyMaker, which is an older model than the current MoneyMaker Max treadle pump. 

The Super MoneyMaker we used produces around 10% less flow than the MoneyMaker Max 

[56]. The Super MoneyMaker pump was also well worn and may not have decreased efficiency.  

 

More details about these data are in Appendix D: Sprint Test Data. 

 

 

 
Figure 15: The average of ‘Sprint Tests’ comparing the flow rate when filling a 20 liter bucket at 3 meters vertical 

head as quickly as possible. Error bars and uncertainty are two standard deviations in each direction. Each of the 

MoneyMaker bars is the average of 10 trials with unknown input power. Each of the Bike bars is the average of 5 

trials with listed average input power. 
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Figure 16: Result from the Sprint Test are placed in reference to the literature flow rates from a Super MoneyMaker. 

The MoneyMaker data had a variety of suction and discharge heads. The points in this figure are the average flow of 

the total vertical head (the sum of the suction and discharge heads).  

The average flow rates of multiple trials are summarized as bars in Figure 15 and as points in 

Figure 16. All of the Sprint Test data likely has a higher flow rate compared to the literature 

Super MoneyMaker data due to the higher exertion and input power of this project’s sprinting 

pedalers compared to the ‘racing’ mode of the MoneyMaker literature tests.   

 

Note that instructing the pedalers to ‘sprint’ is not a reliable control of their power, and the 

intended use of both pumps is at lower exertion rate around 80 to 100 watts over multiple hours. 

Also, the bicycling motion and treadling motion are biomechanically different, so the same level 

of exertion does not ensure the operators use the same power. 

 

With those caveats in mind, both of the people pedaling generated a higher flow with the bicycle 

pump than the MoneyMaker treadle pump as seen in Figure 13. However, the difference in flow 

was within our uncertainty (two standard deviations of the flow measurements), so this test did 

not show that the increase of flow by using the bicycle is significant. Instead, the test showed 

that the bicycle pump is comparable to and has the potential to outperform existing human 

powered pumps.   

 

Sizing the Pump 

In addition to the efficiency at normal use, I wanted to know if the pump used in the first 

prototype was the most efficient size for human power, as there have not been centrifugal pumps 

designed specifically for human powered use. At a constant vertical head of 4 meters, I varied 

the input power to sweep through the pump’s efficiencies.  
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Procedure: Constant Head, Varied Power 
To control the input power in this experiment, the pedaler again watched a live readout of 

cadence which is a reasonable proxy for power. At 4 meters (13 feet) of vertical head, I took 

multiple trials at cadences ranging from 70 to 105 rpms.  

 

Once they reach a stable cadence, the pedaler would simultaneously start a timer and call out to 

the outlet person to switch the outlet flow from filling an auxiliary bucket to filling the 

measurement bucket. The outlet person would later call out when the measurement bucket was 

filled to 20 liters, and the pedaler would stop the timer. 

Theory 
Friction Head 

So far, our pumping system has included the bicycle crank, gearbox, pump, attachments, and 

hoses. For this whole system, the useful output power incorporates the vertical head as the only 

head in the hydraulic power value. The other components of head (for example the friction head 

in the hoses) are all part of the losses and inefficiencies of the pump system.  

 

I was also interested in the efficiency of just the pump and drivetrain, a more tightly defined 

system that includes the bicycle crank, gearbox, and pump. As seen in Figure 17, in this pump & 

drivetrain system both the vertical head and the friction head are considered head that needs to be 

overcome, and thus contribute to the useful output power. This pump and drivetrain system is a 

more accurate system to compare with external flow values as it does not depend on the choice 

of hoses. To determine the pump & drivetrain efficiency as in equation (6), I needed to calculate 

the friction in the experiment’s hoses.  

 
Figure 17: Separation of the whole system from the pump & drivetrain system. The whole system, which is outlined 

in blue, short-dotted lines, includes the bicycle crank, gearbox, pump, attachments, and hoses. The pump & 

drivetrain system, which is outline in purple, long-dotted lines, does not include the hoses.  
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The most accurate equation for calculating hose friction is the Darcy-Weisbach equation [57]. 

However solving the Darcy-Weisbach equation requires iteration for each trial. The Hazen-

Williams equation is an explicit equation that gives similar results 9F

* and was used in a similar 

study to this project [57], [58].  Using SI units, the Hazen-Williams equation is 

 

 

𝐻𝑙 =
10.67𝐿 (

𝑄

1000
)1.852

𝐶𝐻𝑊
1.852𝑑4.874

 

 

(6) 

 

where 

𝐶𝐻𝑊 is Hazen–Williams roughness coefficient which is 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒𝑠𝑠 

𝑑 is nominal diameter of the hose in units of 𝑚 

𝐻𝑙 is head loss from friction with the hose in units of 𝑚 

𝐿 is length, typically of a hose in units of 𝑚 

𝑄 is the volumetric flow rate in units of 𝑙

𝑠
 

Note that the factor of 1000 in (
𝑄

1000
) converts the units from liters per second to cubic meters 

per second. Additionally, note that the hose diameter is raised to a power of 4.874, so a small 

change in diameter can have a large effect on the friction head loss. 

Results and Analysis: Sizing the Pump 
Using the detailed power input measurements, I measured the efficiency of the bicycle pump 

over a range of input powers, as seen in Figure 18. I calculated the added resistance from the 

friction of the hoses as in Hazen-Williams equation (6), and included that head in the hydraulic 

power, as in equation Figure 18 shows both the efficiency of the whole system and the efficiency 

of the pump & drivetrain system.  

  

                                                 
* I calculated the efficiency of thirteen trials using both Darcy-Weisbach and Hazen-Williams equations, and the 

equations yielded system efficiencies that differed at most by 3%. 
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Figure 18: Efficiency for each trial over a range of input powers at 4[m] vertical head. The “Whole System” counts 

the hose friction as losses. The “Pump & Drivetrain” includes the both the vertical head and friction head as useful 

hydraulic head. 

The sweep through input powers suggest that the pump operates at optimal efficiency when the 

power is in the range of 200 to 250 watts. However, the efficiency of the pump at the expected 

rate of 100 watts (η ≈ 45%) is both quite high and comparable to the pump’s best (η ≈ 55%), 

which in turn are comparable to the pump’s maximum efficiency of η ≈ 66% published by the 

manufacturer under ideal circumstances at a power of 0.5 hp (370W) [38].   

 

In addition to the sweeps through multiple powers at a constant head, the results from the earlier 

test with constant power and multiple heads also shed light on the design of the pump. Figure 19 

shows the efficiencies through a sweep of heads.  

 

Figure 19: Efficiency of the bicycle pump at different heads at a target of 100 watts input power. The “Whole 

System” counts the hose friction as losses. The “Pump & Drivetrain” includes the both the vertical head and friction 

head as useful hydraulic head.  

The sweeps of heads suggested that the first prototype pump is appropriate for pumping in the 

target range of 1 to 5 meter vertical head, which is typical of the farmer’s plots that I 

encountered. The pump had reasonable efficiency throughout the range.  

 

In addition to the sizing of the pump, the results of the hose friction calculations reveal a 

surprising result about the sizing of the hoses. The friction in the 1.5 inch* suction hose only 

minimally contributed to the overall head; however, the friction in the 1 inch outlet house had a 

significant contribution to the overall head in the higher flow trials. This effect is represented by 

a large difference between the ‘whole system’ and ‘pump & gearbox’ points. For example, in 

Figure 18, the right side has higher input power levels, thus higher flows and the data series are 

                                                 
*In contrast to the metric units used throughout most of this project, hoses in Kenya are designated in inches.   
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more distinct. In Figure 19, the left side has lower heads, thus higher flows and the data series 

are again more distinct.  

 

For example, for a typical flow of 1.1 liters per second at 3 meters of vertical head, the 

calculation in the below equation shows that the outlet hose friction adds more than a meter to 

the total head. The 1.5 inch suction hose only contributes 0.16 meters of friction head. Another 

way to frame the same equation is that with a flow of 1.1 liter per second, each meter of 1 inch 

hose adds 0.22 meters of friction head. 

 

 

𝐻𝑙 =
10.67𝐿 (

𝑄

1000
)

1.852

𝐶𝐻𝑊
1.852𝑑4.874

=
10.67(5) (

1.1

1000
)

1.852

1401.852(0.0254)4.874
= 1.1[m] 

(7) 

   

𝐶𝐻𝑊 is the Hazen–Williams roughness coefficient with a value of  140 

𝑑 is the inner diameter of the outlet hose with a value of  0.0254 𝑚 

𝐻𝑙 is the head loss from friction with the hose with a value of  1.1 𝑚 

𝐿 is the length of the outlet hose with a value of  5 𝑚 

𝑄 is the volumetric flow rate with a value of  
1.1

𝑙

𝑠
 

This hose friction finding reinforces that the pump & powertrain efficiency should be used for 

external comparisons, as a larger output hose would have significantly increase the whole system 

efficiency. This finding additionally suggests that farmers with flow rates faster than around 1 

liter per second should use hoses of larger than 1 inch diameter.  

 

In summary, the first prototype centrifugal pump and drivetrain has an efficiency 𝜂 of 35% to 

60% over a range of vertical heads (1-5 meters) and over a range of input power (100 to 275 

watts). With an input power of around 100 watts, the bicycle irrigation pump produces slightly 

higher flow rates than the interpolated literature flow rates of the Saajhi treadle pump. When the 

user is sprinting, the bicycle irrigation pump produces comparable flow rates to a Super 

MoneyMaker treadle pump.  
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Design Iteration 

Jua kali - literal translation from Swahili is “hot sun.” Colloquially means 

“modifications” as in the changes made by the workers out in the sun in order to keep 

things running 

 

The progress of a product’s design can be described in a loop: problems are identified (need 

finding), possible solutions are created, those ideas are tested, and then the loop starts again with 

identifying new areas of improvement. In this bicycle irrigation project, I have discussed the 

problems facing small-scale farmers, human powered pumps as a solution, and some of the 

social and mechanical tests evaluating a centrifugal bicycle powered pump. The following 

section describes another partial iteration through the loop: identifying issues with the first 

prototype and the design of a next prototype that is a step closer to manufacturing. The central 

design decisions are summarized in Figure 20 and more fully explored in Appendix E: Design 

Decisions. 

 

 
Figure 20: Summarized Design Decision Flow Chart 
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Scope Limitations 
Although centrifugal pumps have been around for centuries and are made of simple materials, 

their shapes are complex [59]. Because other designers have already spent considerable 

resources optimizing the shape of centrifugal pump impellers and volutes, Buffalo Bikes and I 

decided that the scope of this project was better focused on designs other than the pump’s 

impeller and volute.  

 

Key Decisions 

The first prototype pump already had many imbedded design decisions. For perspective and for 

completeness, I reassessed those decisions.  

Why a bicycle pump over a treadle pump? 
As mentioned in the Purpose section, the following are the main reasons I hypothesized that a 

bicycle based irrigation pump would be an improvement to other human powered pumps: 

 Efficiency: According to studies by J.Y. Harrison on human power, pedaling is one of 

the two most efficient methods of extracting mechanical power from a human [24].  The 

other most efficient method is rowing, and IDE has found rowing pumps to be less 

desirable than treadle pumps [17]. 

 Dual use: Much of a bicycle pump’s hardware is simply reusing the bicycle’s hardware 

such as the frame, pedals, and chain ring, thus reducing the additional needed material 

and cost. With a detachable pump, the bicycle retains its value as a vehicle.  

 Transportation: A pump will need to be transported around a farmer’s land and, for 

property security reasons, the pumps will have to be taken inside every night. By 

coupling a pump with a bicycle, they can be more mobile than the currently available 

pumps. The pump and gearbox package is also much smaller and lighter than a treadle 

pump. 

What style of pump? 
To decide from the many types of pumps, I narrowed the field using the analysis in Fraenkel’s 

Water Lifting Devices [52]. 
Pump 

Technology 

Construction 

Difficulty 

Head 

range 

[m] 

Power 

Input style 

Efficiency 

[%] 

Cost Suction 

Lift? 

Status for 

Irrigation 

Comments 

Scoop 

wheels or  
"sakia" 

Traditional 0.2-2 rotary 60-80 $$$$ no yes Traditionally 

stationary  

Piston/ 

bucket 

Traditional & 

Industrial 

5-

200+ 

reciprocating 40-85 $$$$ yes yes The IDE and 

MoneyMaker 

Pumps are this 

style. 

Plunger Industrial 40-

400 

reciprocating 60-85 $$$$$ yes ? 
 

Diaphragm  Industrial 1-2 reciprocating 20-30 $$$ yes yes The Xylem 

Saajhi pump is 

this style. 

Progressive 

cavity 

(Mono) 

Industrial 10-

100 

rotary 30-70 $$$$ no ? Has to be 

submerged 

Open screw  Industrial 2-6 rotary 60-80 $$$$$ no yes Has to have 

direct line to 

water, and 
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close fitting to 

screw walls 

Chain (or 

rope) and 

washer 

Traditional & 

Industrial 

5-20 rotary 50-80 $$$$ no yes I suspect rope 

and washer 

pumps can be 

very cheap 

Resonating 

joggle 

Traditional 2-6 reciprocating 50 $$$ no ? Motion has to 

be precisely 

timed  

Centrifugal 

(volute) 

Industrial 4-60 rotary 30-80 $$$ yes yes 
 

Table 4: Pump Type Design Comparison Chart based on chart from Water Lifting Devices [46]. Category winners 

are highlighted with a green background. 

The most promising technologies considered in Table 3 for our specific needs were piston, rope 

& washer, and centrifugal pumps. I then developed technical specifications for the sought-for 

pump and used a more detailed decision matrix that to explore these three possibilities. Although 

the rope and washer technology is remarkably cheap, its deployment in a portable pump would 

take some breakthroughs. While piston style pumps are an attractive technology, I decided to 

pursue a centrifugal pump for the following reasons: 

 Adaptable to various setups: At a given input power, centrifugal pumps deliver a 

consistent head [50]. For a bicyclist, this phenomenon means that they will always feel 

the same resistance on the pedals regardless of the height of the outlet hose. In contrast, a 

bicyclist powering a piston pump would feel more resistance with a higher outlet hose. 

This benefit of a centrifugal pumps allows us to tune the gear ratio for one specific 

optimal resistance.  

 Rotary power: The rotary motion of a centrifugal pump matches the rotary motion of a 

bicycle’s pedals. In contrast, in order to power a reciprocating piston pump, our bicycle 

would need to convert the motion to a linear stroke. Note that the linear motion of a 

treadle pump matches the linear motion the MoneyMaker’s pistons and the Saajhi’s 

diaphragms. 

 Literature studies: Multiple groups including Alex Gowans, John the Techy, and MIT’s 

Purple group have all attempted bicycle piston style pumps and all had issue with choppy 

pedal resistance [27], [30], [31]. In contrast, the most successful bicycle pumps have been 

from Jon Leary and Project 41, which both used centrifugal pumps [25], [26].  

 Field experience: Though we were open to changing pump styles, I had tested the 

centrifugal technology in the field as discusses in the Human Centered Design section. 

For these reasons, I chose to use a centrifugal pump. 

Material & Manufacturing Process 
The first decision that must be face is to manufacture the pump housing and impeller with metal 

(whether steel, aluminum, etc.) or with plastic. Though metal pumps are common*, I decide the 

pump housing and impeller should be made of plastic for the following reasons:  

 Plastic is significantly cheaper. For example, a cubic foot of phenolics is ≈$65 [60]. 

Many metal impellers are made of brass, and a cubic foot of brass is ≈$550 [61], [62]. 

 Plastic pumps of this size already exist on the market. Multiple small plastic pool pumps 

are evidence of their success [63], [64].  

 Plastics are suitable for mass manufacturing. 

                                                 
* For example, the HF50 Pedrollo pump used in the first prototype has a cast iron housing and a brass impeller [38]. 
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Plastics 

Buffalo Bikes hopes to produce bicycle irrigation pumps at a large scale and would work with a 

plastics manufacturer on the details. As a starting place for the discussion, here are some high-

level design guidelines for a plastic design. 

 

I suggest using phenolics made by resin casting. Phenolics are stiff, chemically stable, durable, 

and most importantly cheap (Young’s Modulus ≈ 500 ksi ≈ 3.5GPa) [60]. Phenolics can be 

machined and are also one of the few plastics under $1/lb than can be cast [60]. This casting 

compatibility is crucial as resin casting is the only plastic manufacturing process in the CES 

EduPack process database* that both creates plastics in solid 3D shapes and also can be 

economical ($10 - $100 per unit) on the 100-1000 unit scale [60]. For a more detailed 

exploration of material and manufacturing processes, see Appendix E: Design Decisions. 

 

Issues from Field Testing 

During the field testing of the first prototype pump with the farmers outside of Kisumu, Kenya, I 

identified a few crucial issues of the first prototype. In order of priority, the main issues were: 

1. Air leaks: Air bubbles in the centrifugal pump house are detrimental to the performance 

of the pump. In the field, the pump usually had to be setup multiple times with care to 

minimize the air leaks. Upon further troubleshooting, I discovered that the leaks were 

coming from the threads of the suction hose attaching to the pump housing. The Pedrollo 

pump that I had used had internal (female) threading that was designated with ISO 228, 

meaning that the threads were not meant to hold pressure [38]. To stop the air leaks, I had 

to fill the threads with silicone tape.  

2. Knee Space: The pump placement on the prototype used in the field interfered with the 

normal path of a pedaler’s knee. An adult needed to pedal bow-legged to avoid the pump, 

and children were not able to pedal the bicycle at all. I learned that farmers often employ 

the help for their children, so enabling their use is essential. 

3. Tipping: During and after pumping, the bicycle often tipped over sideways. The weight 

of the full hoses and the pump created a tipping torque that caused the bicycle to roll.  

 

  

                                                 
* CES EduPack is a materials and manufacturing process database produced by Granta Material Intelligence. 
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The Water Buffalo Pump 

To address these issues of the first prototype and the key design changes, I redesigned the pump 

into a version called the “Water Buffalo.” Figure 21 shows an annotated design rendering of the 

pump and gearbox package attached to a bicycle frame. Similar to the first prototype, the pump 

attaches to the top tube of a bicycle and sits near the handlebars, as seen in Figure 22.  

The Water Buffalo design addresses the problems identified in field testing by changing the 

pressure sealing mechanism, through angled hose attachments, and by positioning the pump 

farther forward. The design additionally includes a simplified priming opening and a form that 

can be cast with plastic. Links to the 3D CAD drawing can be found in Appendix F: Links to 

Other Resources.   

 

 

Figure 21: CAD drawing of the Water Buffalo Pump attached to a Buffalo Bike. The Water Buffalo is made of a 

centrifugal pump housing and a two-piece gearbox. An inlet hose adaptor attaches near at the eye of the centrifugal 

pump, and an outlet hose adaptor attaches at the top.  
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Figure 22: CAD drawing of the Water Buffalo in context with a Buffalo Bike frame from two views. The pump and 

gearbox sits just below and to the left of the bicycle handlebars. 

 

Pump Attachments 
 

 
Figure 23: CAD drawing of the Water Buffalo pump housing. 

Both the inlet and outlet attachment changed from the first prototype to the Water Buffalo. As 

seen in Figure 23, the inlet hose attachment is angled toward the ground. This angling will lead 

the hose, which can get heavy when full of water, straight down. The decrease in the tipping 

torque addresses the tipping issue.  
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Figure 24: CAD drawing of the Water Buffalo pump’s outlet with a treaded attachment. The right image is a cut-

away section view. Tightening the swivel forms a seal between the attachment, gasket, and pump housing. 

The both the inlet and outlets have exterior (male) treads as is seen in Figure 24 to match a 

generic swivel-to-tighten barbed adaptor [65]. This design serves four purposes: 

 Unlike the internal threads of the HF50B Pedrollo pump used in the first prototype, the 

external threads do not need to create a pressurized seal. Instead they clamp a gasket 

between the attachment and the surface of the pump housing. This gasket forms the 

pressurized seal and avoids the air leaks of the first prototype. 

 The swivel of the tightening mechanism can spin around while the flanges (and thus the 

whole hose) remain stationary. This independent swivel keeps the hose from getting 

twisted each time a hose is attached to the pump. 

 The outlet attachment is easily removable so that the user can pour water into the pump to 

establish a ‘prime’. With the first prototype, there was a separate pump priming hole, but 

the priming hole was too small to affectively pour in priming water.  

 If the user prefers a hose of a different diameter, other generically sold adaptors will also 

thread onto the pump’s housing. 
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Pump Housing 

 
Figure 25: CAD drawing of the Water Buffalo pump housing (in blue) and impeller (in yellow). 

As seen in Figure 25, the pump has an inlet eye sized for a 1.5 inch (38.1mm) hose because 1.5 

inch hoses are commonly available in Kenya and does not have significant friction head as 

discussed in the “Sizing the Pump” section. The diameter of the impeller was chosen in 

conjunction with the ratio of the sprockets in the gearbox so that they would be similar sizes. 

Note that I did not design the pump’s impeller and internal volute; the representations in the 

CAD drawings are for visual purposes only. 
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Gearbox 

 
Figure 26: CAD drawing of the gearbox shell from the 

right. 

 
Figure 27: CAD drawing of the gearbox shell from the 

left. 

 
Figure 28: CAD drawing of the gearbox and shaft 

assemblies. The left shell piece is exploded and the 

right piece is partially transparent. 

 
Figure 29: CAD drawing of the gearbox and shaft 

assemblies. The left shell piece is hidden. 

As seen in Figure 26 - Figure 29, the gearbox is made up of two shell pieces that will be clamped 

together with M10 bolts. The two shell pieces enclose a small and large sprocket connected with 

an ANSI #25 chain. The shell pieces are devoid of overhanging lips so that they can be cast, but 

they do included pockets to hold the shaft bearings. The shell has a solid column around the 

pivot attachment point for additional stiffness and a lip on the left shell piece for consistent 

assembly.  
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Shafts 

 
Figure 30: CAD drawing of the pump shaft. The top 

image shows the exploded view of the components; 

the bottom image show a section view of the 

assembly. 

 

 

Figure 31: CAD drawing of the bike shaft. The top 

image shows the exploded view of the components; the 

bottom image show a section view of the assembly. 

On the pump shaft, which is shown in Figure 30, two bearings and the small gearbox sprocket 

are sandwiched between the pump housing and the shell of the gearbox, eliminating the need to 

affix the bearings to the walls. Similarly, the bearings and large gearbox sprocket are sandwiched 

between the gearbox shell walls, as seen in Figure 31. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 32: CAD drawing close up of the end of the bike shaft. 

Figure 32 shows a close up of the square end of the bike shaft that attaches to the bicycle chain. 

The end of the shaft is square in order to give users the option to couple the pump to other 

devices, such as a hand crank. This subtle difference adds minimal manufacturing costs but may 

be a boon to a farmer with temporarily stuck bicycle crank.  
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Attachment to Bicycle 
 

 
Figure 33: CAD drawing of the gearbox's attachment to 

a Buffalo Bike. 

 
Figure 34: CAD drawing showing that the line of 

force between the chain ring and gearbox passes 

beside the attachment pivot. 

Figure 33 and Figure 34 show the attachment of the gearbox to a Buffalo Bike through a single 

pivot point. A bolt is run through this pivot and clamped. In contrast to the first prototype, the 

pump and pump shaft are positioned farther forward than the bike shaft. The pump and gearbox 

are far enough forward to avoid the final field problem of “knee space” but still not hit the handle 

bars.  

 

As in the first prototype, the bicycle chain will pass as close as possible to the pivot attachment 

point. This proximity both minimizes the torque around the pivot.  

 

In summary, the Water Buffalo design addresses the major issues found in with the first 

prototype. To minimize air leaks, the hose attachments have barbs and gasket seals rather than 

internal threads that must hold pressure. The inlet hose attachment is angled down to reduce 

tipping. To give space to the pedalers knees, the pump is moved further forward. Additionally, a 

square end on the bike shaft allows users to adapt the pump to other input power mechanisms, as 

requested by farmers. The outlet hose attachment simplifies the priming process by doubling as 

the priming hole without necessitating a twisted outlet hose. These design changes were made 

within the geometric limitations of plastic manufacturing. 
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Suggestions for Future Work 
The scope of this project has always been in the middle of a longer process; it built off work 

from Buffalo Bikes and more work will be needed to bring a bicycle irrigation pump to market.  

 

In the area of power and efficiency measurement, the comparison to treadle pumps could greatly 

improve with a direct measurement of the treadle pump’s input force. Measurement of the 

treadle input power would enable the accurate comparison of bicycle and treadle technologies at 

a range of heads. 

  

In the design of the Water Buffalo, the most pressing future work is the optimization of the 

pump’s impeller and volute. Once the impeller and volute have been refined, the Water Buffalo 

will still need to complete the design iteration loop through testing. Testing is both the best way 

to expose the design’s flaws and to reach the design’s potential.  

 

The CAD drawings of the Water Buffalo and a description of the design decisions will be shared 

to the creative commons so that other groups can expand and improve on the design.  

 

Once the Water Buffalo has been tested and refined in a laboratory, the planned next step by 

Buffalo Bikes is to produce the pumps on a scale of 100 – 1000. With many pumps, users can 

test for fatigue and uncover less common issues. After yet another design iteration, Buffalo Bikes 

plans to sell inexpensive water pumps as an add-on to their African bicycles.   
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Conclusion 
This project describes the design of a bicycle powered centrifugal irrigation pump. Simply put, 

the design is similar to commonly sold centrifugal pump, except the electric motor is replaced by 

a bicycle drivetrain.  

 

During in-depth interviews with African small-scale farmers, I investigated the environment and 

needs of the target pump users. Farmers displayed interest; however, the design would need to 

eliminate suction-side air leaks and be usable by children.  

 

To quantity the effectiveness of a centrifugal bicycle powered pump, I conducted flow 

measurements while controlling the input power. When including the overcome friction from the 

hoses, the efficiency of the pump system (η ≈ 55%) approached the listed manufacturer’s 

maximum efficiency of η ≈ 66%. The measurements suggest bicycle pumps are on par with and 

could out-perform current human powered treadle pumps. However, more work is needed to 

measure the input power for treadle pumps to give a broader comparison.   

 

Based on the successful interviews and efficiency tests, I designed a pump and gearbox system 

on track for mass production. Switching the main pump material to plastic will significantly 

reduce production costs. Rethought hose attachments will eliminate the most critical problems 

identified during field testing. This pump design represents a reworking of the bicycle irrigation 

pump, but the new design still needs to be optimized and field tested. By bringing a streamlined 

and inexpensive human powered bicycle irrigation pump to market, we hope to empower small-

scale African farmers to lift themselves into prosperity. 

 

 
Figure 35: Eric Etale (right) and I empty the water reservoirs after a day of pump demonstrations. 
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Appendixes 
 

Appendix A: Interviews with Kenyan Farmers 

User Interview Questions 
redundant questions in italics 

 

Introduction: 
Hello, I’m Abe. I am a student and researcher from a University in California in the United 

States. I am working on an irrigation pump run by a bicycle. The pump is not ready to be sold 

right now. This pump is just a prototype, a work in progress, a test. Maybe in 2 or 3 years, a 

pump similar to this pump will be for sale in Kisumu. I was hoping to have you try out the pump 

and give me feedback. Would you be willing to use this pump and answer some questions? In 

exchange for your time, I will give you a T-shirt and a certificate of thanks with 500 shillings. I 

am guessing it may take about 1 hour. What do you think? Do you have any questions for me 

before we start? 
 
Background: 
How big is your farm? 
Is this your farm [point]? How much land do you use to grow food? 
Do you use a water pump? 
Do you irrigate your fields? How do your crops get water? 

When did you start using a pump? What did you do before using a pump? How long ago 

did you switch? 
What made you start irrigating? 

 
Current Irrigation Practice: 
Could you walk me through a typical watering session? 
Last time that you used a pump... 

Location of setup, Moving pump, Pump setup, Pump priming, volume of water used, 

water sources, how they use/apply current pumped water, any other special conditions 

that facilitate or impede pumping. 
 Pump use (who is spraying) 
  Who/How work the pump 
  Who/How works the nozzle 
  Any other people? 
 How do you know when you’re done? 
 How do you decide that the plants have enough water for the day? 
  
[If they already have a pump] 

Maintenance- How much does it cost to operate your pump? 
How do you maintain your pump? Troubleshooting? 

What do you like about existing pumps? 
If your pump stopped working, what would you miss the most? 
 Functions 
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Looks 
Flow Rates 

What do you not like about existing pumps? 
What part of the process is the worst?  
If a friend asked if they should get the same kind of pump? 
What improvement would you make to the pump? 

 
If you have a pump, when and where did you acquire your pump?  Why did you buy the 

pump from this source?  Why did you choose this pump versus a different pump?  How 

much did it cost?  How much did the whole irrigation system cost?  Where did you 

acquire all the components? Conditions before acquiring a pump versus after.  Income 

before and after pump. 
 

What factors do you consider when purchasing a pump? 
 Cost? Manufacturer? What is important about a pump? 
What do you look for to determine quality? 
When a salesman offer you a pump, what do you check about the pump? 
How did you decided to get your current pump? 
 
After using the pump 
What do you think? 
How do you like it? 
What worked well? What did you like about it? How does this pump compare to what you were 

using before? 
What does not work well? What did you dislike about it? What problems did you have? Did you 

figure out how to use it better?  
Improvements? How would you make it better? What would be your ideal pump? What would 

make it easier to use? 
How much do you think this pump is worth? What would you expect a salesman to be selling this 

pump for? It is not for sale right now, but how much do you think your neighbor would pay for a 

pump like this? 
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Farmer Interviews 
Near Kisumu Kenya, Summer 2017 

Abe McKay 

 
Names of the farmers are removed for their privacy 

2017-8-24, Vibrant Village  
 
Mr. E- 

 Had a college degree in Business Computing. Lived in Nairobi, but moved back home 
because he did not find work.  

o Had been back home & farming for about 1 year 
 “During the months of December- March, it becomes really dry” That is the time where 

irrigation is most needed. “For things like vegetables, they are marketable. People just 
come [to the farmer to buy the veggies] “If you have vegetables then, then you have 
money.” You plant vegetables in succession so that the production become continuous  

 seedlings take 2 week and are “to sell to other people” 
 “Kales- Sukuma wiki, spinach, maize is what we plant because that’s the staple food” 
 Using farming methods, a farmer can go from one sack of maize to three 

o farming methods including “Healthy seeds, use farmyard manure, fertilizer. You’ll 
get good yields.” 

 “Nick (the Vibrant Village director), he makes people’s lives much more happy. People 
are not hungry anymore. People have enough food. And that is the most important.” 

 Mr E-’s uncle had a moneymaker  

 
During our pumping session, we made the following changes: 

 used a nail for the missing 10mm bearing bolt. 
 used a rubber strip to stem output pipe leaks 
 loosened the gearbox chain 
 added a bolt after attaching the bike chain to keep the gearbox from swinging forward & 

back 

 
Feedback 

 Mr E- asked, what is the point of the small (6mm) bearing? 
 The pump is in the way of the knee a little. For kids, a lot. Kids are not able to use the 

pump.  
 Not very stable 
 mentioned a few times having longer inlet and outlet hoses.  
 the chains will need oiling, but Mr E- thinks the pump material will not rust.  

 
Ms A- & Ms.  A- 

 They do not currently irrigate, but they used to.  
 They would irrigate if it were easier, if they had the tools (such as a pump and hose) 
 They currently carry buckets to irrigate. [conflict] 

o Irragate twice per day. Once in the morning and evening 
 Each of their land is not near a surface water source 
 They stop watering when “The soil is wet” via a visual check 
 to “borrow [a pump] is hard”. One would have to pay 200KSH/day ($2/day) to borrow a 

money maker 
 They are both practicing to ride bikes 
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o If they had them, they would ride bikes. 
o Ms. E- tried the pump, but could not figure out pedaling forward. She pedaled 

half a rotation forward then half a rotation back. 
 They liked the idea of using a bike for other things besides pumping, like sending people 

on errands 
 They tried to convince me to leave the bike with them 

 
Mr. O- 

 He has been planting this plot for 2 months 
 The plot is very close to a small stream 
 He does not plant in the dry season 

o this is the first time he is planting during the dry season 
 When watering, it takes 2 hours a session, with 2 sessions per day. 

o he stands in the stream and throws buckets of water 
o Children help water 

 Has heard of the moneymaker 
o to rent the Moneymaker, 500/day 
o The person from whom he’d rent the moneymaker is also a farmer and lives far 

away 
o If he were to buy a moneymaker, he’d go to Kisumu 
o to hire a person, 200/day 

 Likes the idea of using the bike for other things when not pumping 
 Cost estimate of renting bike pump: maybe 1000 per day 
 When buying a pump he’d consider 

o the pump's operation “Consider the energy you are using. Some [pumps] use a 
little, some a lot.” 

o “Does it have a name?” 
o Where would he go to repair it? 
o Spare parts? 
o Can he use a local bicycle? Buffalo bikes are expensive 
o He has a black mamba (bicycle). If he had the centrifugal pump, where could he 

get the modifications (gear box) made? 
 Current placement hits the knee → move it forward.  
 An adjustable seat 

 
Mr. O- 
The husband of G-. 85% of the conversation was direct in English 

 
 owns land all the way down to the river 
 grows both in the wet & the dry season. 

o maize, beans, cabbage 
o uses buckets to irrigate during the dry season 
o would use a pump in the dry season 

 “We depend on the rain. When there is no rain, there is no way out.” 
 Petroleum pumps are too expensive. Only one neighbor has one, which he uses for 

seedlings. 
o he does not rent it out 

 “If you get enough [food], you can sell.” 
 “Even in the dry season, the water is always there” in the stream by his farm 
 when buying a pump, he would want to see it working 
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 doesn’t own a bike but “I could get one” 
 if he had a bicycle he’d “fix it myself” 
 “they are around here. They can braze it. They are at the corner market.” The brazing 

would not cost a lot of money. ~200 for brazing and ~200 for drilling.  
 About a spanner “I can buy one” at Luanda market, 5 km away.  
 His questions 

o Would he be able to buy with cash or on installment?  
o How much do the hoses cost? 

 

2017-08-25 VV Community Meeting 
 
Vibrant Village had their quarterly meeting. Estimated around 500+ of the 3000 farmer’s 
attended. I estimate that 200 - 300 came by our demonstration area.  

 
Most Common Questions in decreasing order 

 How much does it cost [100% of people asked] 
 How far (distance, not height) does it pump 
 Does it come with the bike 
 Does one pay with cash or in installments [50% asked] 
 Can it be used for a borehole 
 Does it come with the hoses/can it be used with other hoses 
 Can it be attached to a motorbike 
 Could it go to/from a tank? 
 How high can it be pumped [one or two people asked] 

 
 I attempted to use a 19m hose over flat ground for the demo. However, the pump 

needed repriming after each use.  
o I think once the peddler stopped, water would keep flowing some out of the hose 

and down to the ground. I think air would then leak in via the output side, pulling 
the pump’s water level down too low. I’m guessing this could be fixed by 1) 
having the output hose go up or having a larger reservoir of water just above the 
pump, for example, a foot of vertical hose. 

 
Price Estimates (in KSH) (100 KSH = $1) 
10,000 

20,000 

6,000 

6,000-10,000 

20,000  

 
Female Use: 

 A group of ~10 middle aged ladies said they they would pedal the pump if they had one. 
They said they are equal to men. 

 Another group of ~10 middle aged ladies did not really respond to the question, which 
Mr E- interpreted as them being fine with riding 

 Ester -a young lady in the office- tried, despite being in a dress 
o I had to lower the seat 

 Another young lady wanted to try, but I was lowering the seat when she came by 
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Estimates for how far (distance) it should be able to pump: (in meters) 
600m 

>50m 

200ft (60m) 
40m 

100m 

150m 

 
Other comments 

 pedaling is easier than the moneymaker 
 most farmers do not have bikes but could easily get them 

o used black mamba-style bike for 3,000KSH ($30) 
 Estimated 500KSH for drilling and braising. Would be easy to find someone to do it.  

 

2017-08-29 Tuesday Vibrant Village 
I was with Field Officer J. A- in Emutsa 

 
Mr.  N- 

 1/8th Acre, sandy soil. Plants veggies, irrigates with buckets, he and his kids, waters 
x2/day 1hour/watering everyday 

 He has another plot near his house (¼ acre). Same irrigation scheme, but that plot is 
across the road from the river, so wouldn’t be able to get hoses across.  

 We watered for ~10 minutes on 1/4th of the plot (so 1/32 of an acre).  He said he’d need 
x2 of that water for the area 

 “Can you make the water come out with big force?” He wants more pressure. Wants a 
nozzle for the end of the hose for spraying 

 “Can a bike mechanic fix this parts inside the pump?” 
 Joram has a bicycle, a black mamba 
 Costs 100 KSH to get to Kisumu 

Things that can be found at the local market: 
 bike chain 
 wing nut 
 bolts 

Things that can not be found at the local market 
 bearings 
 set screws 
 Alan key 

 

Mr. M- 
 ½ acre,  

o Wet Season: veggies & maize 
o Dry Season: only ¼ acre, veggies, carries buckets for irrigation, 3hour in the 

morning, 2 in the evening, 3 times a week, makes enough he can sell some 
 Had a Money Maker treadle 5 years ago. He tried it for 1 year.  

o Too hard on his legs 
o paid 100/day for MM & 50/day for a helper person 
o profited 400KSH ($4) /day with MM, compared to 500KSH/day without 
o Bike pump has more water 
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o Bike pump is a little easier than the MM 
 Can hose be connected to a sprinkler? 
 Able to be used by arms? Some people can’t use their legs. 
 Wants the output hose to be at least x3 the length (total 60m) 

 

 

Ms. M- & Mr. O- 
Ms. M- 

 1 acre, 300 m from water source 
 Wet: maize beans, veggies, soy 
 Dry: only ⅛ acre, Veggies, waters with buckets 

o takes 6-7 hours 3 times a week 
o takes 20 buckets, 20 l/bucket, uses a wheel barrow (3-5 buckets a a time, total of 

1200 l/week 
o if she could irrigate easier she’d go from ⅛ acre to ¼ acre 

 Would not ride a bike, but tried the bike pump 
 Preferred using her hands to crank the pedals over riding it like a bike 
 “If you are one farmer, it would be easier with a sprinkler” 

o Sprinklers are easy to move 
o Sprinklers should be include with the pump because “there may be a problem 

connecting them” if it were a different manufacturer.  
o Did not know how much sprinklers usually cost. (Futurepump’s are 700KSH and 

assembled by a local kisumu lady) 

 
Mr. O- 
Ms. M-’s brother. We were on Mr. O-’s land 

 2 acres 
 Wet: maize Ksara 
 Dry: Veggies on ¼ acre 

o uses buckets to carry water. Maximum of 100m 
o takes 6 hrs, 3 times a week 
o in both seasons he still has to buy more for his family 

 If he had irrigation, he’d go from ¼ of an acre to using ½ of an acre for veggies 
 both the 1 ½ suction hose and the 2 in lay-flat hose are available at the local market.  
 Field Office Mr. J. A- was able to disassemble the pump after seeing it done twice.  

 
Ms. O- 
Just visited her house, did not see her farm.  

 ½ acre 
 Wet: maize & beans 
 Dry: veggies, uses whole ½ acre 

o waters with buckets 
o for two weeks, continuously water 30 cans/day 20 l/day 
o Also carries water for livestock & house use: 15 cans/day 
o employs “a casual” 100KSH/day to help 
o gets 1 sack of veggies every 2 weeks 

 If she had a pump she’d grow tree seedlings for sale. 1000KSH/sack, not sure how long 
they take to grow though 

 If she had more time, she’d spend it at the shamba (the farm) 
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 The next thing she is hoping to buy is a cow: 25,000KSH 
o She has 3 cows as well as many chickens, ducts, turkeys, and dogs 

 About bicycles 
o She would not ride one. “I’m old” (she appears to be in her fourties) 
o She would have it fixed in Kisumu 

 About the pump being ready in 2 to 3 years: “I may have died.” 
 Guessed price of 6,000-10,000KSH 

 
Ms. J- 
Just visited her house, did not see her farm.  

 ¼ acre 
 Wet: Maize, beans 
 Dry: see potatoes (whole ¼ acre) 

o water is close but she does not use it for irrigation, solely depends on rain 
o She used to water with cans, but stopped because it was too much labor 

 She grows only enough for her family, not enough to sell 
 If she had more water, she would increase the size of her plot. Up to ¾ of an acre. Water 

is the limiting factor. 
 The next thing she is hopping to buy is a cow: 15,000KSH and up 
 About Bicycles 

o She does not have one 
o She would no ride one 
o She would fix one at the local market (Luanda) 
o She would be the person to buy it 
o She would not pedal the pump, she would rather pump with her arms 

 She has a motorbike in her house 
o She would use it for pumping  
o She uses it as a boda-boda 
o On further thought, the motorbike would bring in more $ from boda-boda 

 She asked if I am giving away pumps 

 

2017-08-30 Wednesday Vibrant Village 
With Vibrant Village, E- was my Field Officer and Translator 

 
Ms. O- 
1 acre, (1.5 acres total, 0.5 for the homestead) 

 Wet: Maize, beans, Sugar cane, Cowpiece…. 
o enough to sell some 

 Dry: Just veggies.  
o carried water on her head 

 1 hour morning (12 cans), 1 hour evening, x3 a week (148 liters a week) 
 She works with her 4 grandsons 
 If she had a pump, she would grow more veggies during the dry season. She has more 

land that she could use.  
o other factors are man-power, seed, and manure.  

 Bicycle questions 
o she does not have one. She rode a bike when she was a girl 
o she would have the grad-kids pedal 
o she would take a broken bike to whomever sold the bike. 
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 she does not have a spanner nor Alan key 
 takes 1 hour to get to kisumu, medium difficult 
 the next equipment she is looking to buy is a wheelbarrow. Doesn’t know the cost 
 the Moneymaker Hip Pump was tested on the very same spot on her farm 

o it could pump higher, but had less water 
 Ms. O- asked: 

o for a sprinkler, if she could keep the bike, where to take it to repair, cash or 
installment, she would prefer the bike/pump in a package.  

 
Mr. O- 
 (mostly in English, occasional help from translator) 

 ¼ acre 
 Dry: uses buckets. Too hard to do full ¼ acre in one day, but he still uses all the land 
 when it’s very sunny, takes 6 hrs of watering 
 sometimes family members help him 
 brick makers also use lots of water. Mud house makers use some water. 
 Bicycle 

o he has one, but it is out-of-order 
o used to ride 70km per day 

 MoneyMaker Hip Pump - he has a deposit down to get one.  
o he will only use it during the dry season 

 6,300 KSH with hose (I’m not sure if this number is the hip pump cost or and estimation 
of the bike pump) 

Asked (he asked them right away) 
 can use a smaller pipe? with sprinkler? 
 can use with only one person? without someone to hold you steady? 
 does dirty water hurt the pump 
 how long can it be used before wearing out? Can it be repaired? Kisumu is too far to 

take it for repair 
 the pump part looks too complicated for a bike repairer. Would need an expert 

 
Mr. O- 
(all in English, no translation) 

 3 ½ acres  
 Dry Season - plants 2 acres 

o if no rain, it all dies 
o generates 3 bags of maize, 4000KSH/bag 

 if he had a pump, he’d do the whole 3 ½ acres 
o would generate 12 bags [that does not make sense to me] 

 has a movable 200 liter water tank 
 wanted a water pump 
 would want one that could be adapted to be ran with a petrol motor 
 next piece of equipment to buy: more water storage 
 Bicycle 

o used to have one. He’d repair it himself 
o now he’d have grandkids pedal, and fix the bike 

 His Tools: hammer, hacksaw, hoe, axe, spade 
 1in hose is available for sale close by 
 “Make it for 8,000[KSH], I think it would go very fast” 
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 Issues: a young man (15?) pedaled- he went at a fast cadence. First the gearbox chain, 
then the bike chain fell off.  

 
Mr. E- (Field Officer) 
¼ acre, sometimes rents another ¼ 

 Farms only on Satureday and Sunday 
 with a hired worker, he can prepair and plant both fields in a weekend 
 Before VV: 20kg of maize 
 Post VV: 360kg of maize (6 sacks of 90 kgs) 
 “Kenya’s biggest problem is unemployment. We are a learne’d people.” Most of the 

farmers have been through secondary school (high school).  

 
VV is on Jaribuni Farm. Jaribuni - try 

 

2017-08-31 Futurepump 
I went with Martina, Collins, and Morris (field tech joined us) of Futurepump as they collected 
data from their customers & fuel-pump users 

 
Mr. A- 
Martina, “Are you expecting more rain? I see these farmers and you are planting maize.” 

Mr. A-, “I am planting maize because of this machine.” The solar pump. 
 Other causes of failure besides lack of water: 

o soil does not hold water, insect pests, bacteria, wilt 
 Before the Futurepump, he used a petrol pump (aka a fuel pump) 
 Futurepump comes with a 2 year warranty. The goal is to teach the customers how to fix 

it themselves in those two years.  
o Martina says it is easier to fix than a bicycle 

 should be able to get 2500 l/hr, at 5m 1500l/hr 

 
Interested Farmer  
(Mr. A- told him to come by because Martina was coming) 

 currently uses a fuel pump 
 has a borehole/well. Total depth 15ft (5m).  
 “Does it have a backup?”  

o Martina recommended having a backup water storage rather than backup 
electricity. Batteries are too expensive and bulky 

 
Petrol Pump User 

 before owning his pump, he had rented one 

 
Mr. Z- 

 Has had SF1 for over a year 
 Used to carry buckets of water. “Required lots of labor” 

o then Money Maker treadle “A bit cumbersome. You needed to be feeling well.”  
o He had the Money Maker for 1 year 
o Then SF1 

 
Mr. B- 

 Has a Tiger Petrol pump 
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 cost 30,000KSH, Hondas were around 35,000 
o chose this pump because it was cheaper 

 Has had it for 1 ½ years.  
 Grew Maize before the pump. Didn’t need it for maize 

o Now he grows bananas with the pump 
 It has broken thrice 

o He takes it back to the seller when it breaks 
 used 2 ½ in layflat hose 
 Knew about the Money Maker but thought it was for boreholes rather than surface water.  

o His water source is an irrigation canal 
 This pump was easy to buy, just go to the store and pick it up.  
 He doesn’t rent it out 

o “You know some people don’t handle your things the way they should be 
handled.” 

 
Mr. J- 

 serves as an educator for the community. Grafts plants.  
 Has multiple large water storage tanks and two fish ponds 
 Has a refrigerator  

 
Overall 

 All powered pump users had electricity. Either solar, grid, or both 
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Appendix B: User Needs List 

This list describes an ideal pump from the point of view of users. An actual product with have to 

balance the importance of conflicting needs. The “!” signifies surprising needs that I only 

learned through interviews. This style of list is from Ulrich and Eppinger’s “Product Design and 

Development” [45] 

 

The pump will be easy to use.  
The pump will be easy to setup. 

The pump will be quick to setup. 

The pump will not need priming. 

The pump will easily run off a bicycle’s power. 

The pump can run with a person producing 80W. 

The pump will have a smooth, non-pulsating energy input. (not choppy) 

The pump will be efficient. 

! The pump will be adjustable to the riders comfort level, like gears on a bike.  

! The pump will be usable by a single person. 

 

The pump will pump lots of water. 
The pump will lift up water from 7 meters. 

The pump will be adaptable to different suction depths. 

The pump will have pull water from a shallow well or up a river bank. 

The pump will have enough pressure to spray water. 

The pump will have minimal leaks.  

The pump will have a long inlet hose. 

 

The pump will be sturdy.  
The pump will run if the user is sprinting/pumping as hard as they can. 

The pump will tolerant to poor user treatment such as running dry, being left out in the rain, dirt, 

periods of disuse. 

The pump will be tolerant to impacts, lack of maintenance, etc. 

The pump will be tolerant to lack of maintenance. 

The pump will be able to handle silty water. 

The pump will be able to pump water containing sediment and debris. 

The bicycle will be stable on muddy soils. 

 

The pump will be desirable in the market. 
The pump will be an attractive price 

The pump will have no ongoing costs. 

The pump will have a strong return on investment. 

The pump will fit with the buyer-renter market.  

The product will be an add-on to a bicycle. 

 

The pump will have simple maintenance.  
The pump will have available spare parts. 

The pump can be disassembled without using tools. 

The pump will come with all of the tools needed for maintenance 
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! The pump will be able to be troubleshot over the phone. 

The pump will be adaptable to multiple hose types. 

 

The pump will be easy to transport down rough dirt roads. 
The hoses will be easily stored and transported. 

The pump will be light-weight. 

The pump will be able to be securely stored, for example taken inside. 

 

The pump will be flexible for a variety of uses 
! The pump will be usable by your hands & arms 

! The pump will be connectable to a petrol motor or motorbike. 

! The pump will be compatible with sprinklers  

! The pump will be usable by children 
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Appendix C: Images of the First Prototype Gearbox 

 

 

 
 

  

Figure 36: CAD images. Software: Google SketchUp 

 

 

Figure 37: First Prototype Pump in Davis, CA. Note that the pump shaft had not been fitted with a sprocket.  
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Appendix D: Power & Efficiency Test Data 

Notes from Alan Spybey, Kickstart’s Director of Product Intelligence and Development 

“As a comparative test this [sprint test] is reasonable. However from thousands of hours of data 

we have found that it is very difficult to get accurate readings of efficiency from human power 

input. We have found very large variations of performance with the same operator, even at the 

same time of day, the same pump – all conditions similar – of up to 50%.  We have also noticed 

that apparently psychology plays a role, even unconsciously probably – hired help may have a 

tendency to ‘please’ the hirer and subconsciously put more effort into the pump that they suspect 

the hirer is developing. We have sometimes had to mislead the hired help or try to introduce 

‘blind’ elements into the setup to try to get unbiased results.” [48] 

 

In reference to the plot from the MoneyMaker documentation in Figure 14, Alan says that the 

MoneyMaker documentation was “intended to be more realistic for longer period use” so lower 

input power than this project’s sprint test. [48] 

 

The following pages has summaries of the excel files of the experiments data. For the full files 

and for nicer formation, follow the link to the experiment data in Appendix F: Links to Other 

Resources. 
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Constant Power, Varied Heads Pump Test Hazen-Williams Calculation of head loss from hose friction

11/29/2017 Abe McKay with help from Vien Bui =flow*gravity*head head loss = L*10.67*volumeflow 1̂.852/((HazenRoughness) 1̂.852*d 4̂.8704) =flow*gravity*head

Vertical 

Head [m]

Avg Cadence 

[rpm] Avg Power [W] Duration [s]

Volume 

Pumped [l]

Flow 

Rate 

[l/s]

Hydrolic 

Power Efficiency

Gravity 

[m/s^2]

Hose 

Length 

[m] 

(Suction 

and 

Outlet)

Suction 

Diamete

r inner 

[m]

Outlet 

Diamete

r inner 

[m]

Volumetri

c Flow 

Rate 

[m^3/s]

Hazen 

Friction 

Head 

Suction 

[m]

Hazen 

Friction 

Head 

Outlet 

[m]

Hazen 

Head 

[m] 

(vertical 

+ 

friction)

Hazen 

Hyd Pwr 

w 

FrHead

Hazen 

Efficienc

y

4 79.6 109.4 21.7 20 0.92 36.1 33% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00092 0.11 0.79 4.90 44.27 40%

4 77.9 101.1 22.2 20 0.90 35.3 35% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00090 0.11 0.76 4.87 42.96 42%

5 81.3 101.7 26.7 20 0.75 36.7 36% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00075 0.08 0.54 5.62 41.24 41%

5 80.3 96.4 30.5 20 0.66 32.2 33% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00066 0.06 0.42 5.48 35.30 37%

5 81.1 100.7 28.0 20 0.72 35.1 35% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00072 0.07 0.50 5.57 39.04 39%

5 81.3 101.8 27.0 20 0.74 36.4 36% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00074 0.07 0.53 5.60 40.74 40%

5 80.7 100.2 28.9 20 0.69 33.9 34% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00069 0.06 0.47 5.53 37.48 37%

5 79.2 88.1 34.0 20 0.59 28.9 33% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00059 0.05 0.35 5.39 31.16 35%

4 78.5 102.4 20.5 20 0.98 38.3 37% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00098 0.12 0.88 5.01 47.95 47%

4 77.5 96.3 22.2 20 0.90 35.3 37% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00090 0.11 0.76 4.87 42.97 45%

3 72.9 89.8 18.0 20 1.11 32.7 36% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00111 0.16 1.12 4.28 46.68 52%

3 72.9 89.8 18.0 20 1.11 32.7 36% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00111 0.16 1.12 4.28 46.66 52%

3 70.3 79.4 18.5 20 1.08 31.9 40% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00108 0.15 1.07 4.22 44.82 56%

2 70.8 88.5 16.0 20 1.25 24.5 28% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00125 0.19 1.40 3.59 44.07 50%

2 68.9 79.4 17.2 20 1.16 22.8 29% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00116 0.17 1.22 3.39 38.59 49%

2 68.3 77.4 17.5 20 1.14 22.4 29% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00114 0.16 1.19 3.35 37.59 49%

2 68.9 80.3 16.5 20 1.21 23.8 30% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00121 0.18 1.32 3.51 41.77 52%

1 68.8 87.9 13.7 20 1.46 14.3 16% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00146 0.26 1.85 3.11 44.41 51%

1 68.7 89.3 13.7 20 1.45 14.3 16% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00145 0.26 1.85 3.11 44.31 50%

1 71.1 98.0 12.5 20 1.60 15.7 16% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.0254 0.00160 0.31 2.21 3.52 55.23 56%

Min 77.4 using a Hazen Roughness Coefficient of 140 

Max 102.4

St Dev 9.0

Averages for each Head

Vertical 

Head [m] Avg Power [W] Duration [s]

Volume 

Pumped [l]

Flow 

Rate 

[l/s]

Hydrolic 

Power Efficiency

Hazen 

Efficiency

1 3 91.8 13.3 20 1.5 14.8 16% 52%

2 4 81.4 16.8 20 1.2 23.4 29% 50%

3 3 86.3 18.1 20 1.1 32.4 38% 53%

4 4 102.3 21.7 20 0.9 36.3 36% 44%

5 6 98.2 29.2 20 0.7 33.9 34% 38%

Removed due to low power

Day Partner Lift [m] Avg Cadence [rpm]Avg Power [W]Duration [s] Liters Flow Rate [l/s]Hydrolic Power

11/29/2017 Vien 4 71.68571429 68.2 35.703 20 0.56 21.98135

100 was target power

from Xylem Saajhi White Paper linear interpolation

Head [m]

Flow 

[l/s] at 

70W

Flow [l/s] at 

150W

Flow [l/s] at 

100W

3.51 0.69 0.97 0.79

7.04 0.49 0.73 0.58

10.55 0.38 0.59 0.46

14.05 0.27 0.46 0.34  
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Power Sweep at Constant Head

Abe McKay helped by Correy Koshnick

trial height

target 

cadence Cadence Power

x2 StDv 

Pow

Flow 

Rate [l/s]

Hydrolic 

Power Efficiency

Gravity 

[m/s^2]

Hose Length 

[m] (Suction 

and Outlet)

Suction 

Diameter 

inner [m]

Suction 

Velocity 

[m/s]

Outlet 

Diameter 

inner [m]

Outlet 

Velocity 

[m/s]

1 4 70 70.8125 56.16667 9.17396494 0.40 15.55692 28% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.35 0.0254 0.78

2 4 80 79.3913 101.3913 8.34172737 0.92 36.12761 36% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.81 0.0254 1.82

3 4 90 88.35294 155.7059 21.5742903 1.23 48.36086 31% 9.80665 5 0.0381 1.08 0.0254 2.43

4 4 100 98 224.9167 14.1524171 1.82 71.44288 32% 9.80665 5 0.0381 1.60 0.0254 3.59

5 4 105 103.8182 279.5455 21.2037732 1.91 74.79272 27% 9.80665 5 0.0381 1.67 0.0254 3.76

6 4 70 71.375 59.3 9.86631287 0.48 18.71022 32% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.42 0.0254 0.94

7 4 80 78.72727 99.31818 10.4562581 0.91 35.77028 36% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.80 0.0254 1.80

8 4 80 79.78947 105.1579 5.99891058 0.99 38.88036 37% 9.80665 5 0.0381 0.87 0.0254 1.96

9 4 90 88.07143 153.6429 13.4945383 1.43 56.08118 37% 9.80665 5 0.0381 1.25 0.0254 2.82

10 4 100 98 234.5 14.8813489 1.82 71.39738 30% 9.80665 5 0.0381 1.60 0.0254 3.59

11 4 95 92.46154 192.1538 12.015142 1.54 60.42966 31% 9.80665 5 0.0381 1.35 0.0254 3.04

12 4 95 93.84615 205.9231 14.380121 1.57 61.63512 30% 9.80665 5 0.0381 1.38 0.0254 3.10

13 4 85 84.17647 136.1176 10.190682 1.18 46.2327 34% 9.80665 5 0.0381 1.03 0.0254 2.33

Darcy-Weisbach Calculation Hazen-Williams Calculation of head loss from hose friction

head loss = friction factor (L/D) x (v^2/2g) head loss = L*10.67*volumeflow 1̂.852/((HazenRoughness) 1̂.852*d 4̂.8704)

Friction 

Factor

Suction 

Friction 

Head [m]

Outlet 

Friction 

Head [m]

Hyd Pwr w 

FrHead Efficiency

Hazen 

Friction 

Head 

Suction 

[m]

Hazen 

Friction 

Head 

Outlet [m]

Hazen Hyd Pwr 

w FrHead

Hazen 

Efficienc

y

Difference in 

reported efficiency 

between Darcy and 

Hazen

0.0263 0.021279 0.161591 16.26258928 29% 0.0231113 0.1665174 16.2888666 29% 0%

0.0218 0.095124 0.72235 43.49609876 43% 0.1100273 0.7927482 44.26626418 44% -1%

0.020499 0.160279 1.217121 64.99171757 42% 0.1888274 1.3605044 67.06970013 43% -1%

0.01886 0.321819 2.443813 120.7977843 54% 0.3889682 2.8025218 128.4013222 57% -3%

0.018658 0.348932 2.6497 130.8169875 47% 0.4234183 3.0507353 139.7053438 50% -3%

0.0263 0.03078 0.233736 19.94069407 34% 0.0325291 0.2343727 19.95184762 34% 0%

0.0218 0.093252 0.708132 42.92205289 43% 0.1080204 0.7782883 43.68123856 44% -1%

0.0218 0.110173 0.836623 48.06687774 46% 0.1260557 0.9082334 48.91702899 47% -1%

0.01984 0.208609 1.584123 81.18807135 53% 0.2484228 1.7898901 84.63001572 55% -2%

0.01886 0.321409 2.440701 120.658025 51% 0.3885096 2.7992174 128.2524081 55% -3%

0.01956 0.238795 1.813352 91.40108118 48% 0.2852709 2.055381 95.75814963 50% -2%

0.01956 0.248417 1.88642 94.49807849 46% 0.2958994 2.1319597 99.01164646 48% -2%

0.02088 0.149206 1.133031 61.0321651 45% 0.1737273 1.2517079 62.68670941 46% -1%

From https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/hazen-williams-water-d_797.htmlSee https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/hazen-williams-water-d_797.html

Roughness values at https://www.engineeringtoolbox.com/hazen-williams-coefficients-d_798.html40%  
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Bicycle vs MoneyMaker Irrigation Pump Sprint Tests

Aggrigation of Bicycle Pump Test on 2017-12-14 at 3[m] Verticle Head

Pedaler Time Volume [l]Cadence StDv Cad x2 StDv CadPower StDv Pow x2 StDv PowStDv Pow^2 Duration [s] Flow rate Lift

Abe 5:03 20 111.1 2.397916 4.795832 404.2 19.88578 39.77157 395.444444 9.238 2.16497077 3

Abe 5:04 20 110.75 2.429972 4.859943 393.75 6.229729 12.45946 38.8095238 8.001 2.49968754 3

Abe 5:06 19 110.8571 2.401388 4.802777 395.1429 22.60752 45.21504 511.1 6.74 2.8189911 3

Abe 5:08 20 108.875 3.302236 6.604472 382.5 24.80879 49.61759 615.47619 8.729 2.2912132 3

Abe 5:10 20 109.6 2.386304 4.772607 393.4 23.40406 46.80812 547.75 8.992 2.22419929 3

Daniel 5:15 19.5 118.8889 5.12696 10.25392 568.2222 69.19525 138.3905 4787.98214 8.497 2.29492762 3

Daniel 5:17 20 120.625 4.163332 8.326664 564.875 66.88263 133.7653 4473.28571 7.992 2.5025025 3

Daniel 5:18 19 120.625 2.070197 4.140393 574.5 39.71326 79.42652 1577.14286 6.247 3.0414599 3

Daniel 5:20 19 116.1111 0.886405 1.772811 488.5556 17.54789 35.09579 307.928571 8.239 2.30610511 3

Daniel 5:22 19 119.2857 2.228602 4.457204 505.7143 26.61328 53.22656 708.266667 6.236 3.04682489 3

StDv of 

sum

StDv of 

average

x2 StDv of 

avg Power flow St Dev

Abe Averge 19.8 110.2364 2.583563 5.167126 393.7986 45.91928 9.183856 18.3677115 8.34 2.39981238 0.26620958

Daniel Average 19.3 119.1071 2.895099 5.790198 540.3734 108.8789 21.77577 43.5515436 7.4422 2.638364 0.37951596

Summary Head Flow Stn Dev x2 Stn Dev

MoneyM

aker Pedaler A 3 2.070789 0.11 0.22

MoneyM

aker Pedaler B 3 2.095434 0.1 0.2

Bike Pedaler A 3 2.399812 0.26621 0.532419

Bike Pedaler B 3 2.638364 0.379516 0.759032

Super MoneyMaker Flow Rate [l/s] 20 liter test P=Flow*g*h

70 kg 

operator

Suction 

Head 1

Suction 

Head 2

Suction 

Head 3

Suction 

Head 4

Suction 

Head 5

Suction 

Head 6

Suction 

Head 7

Average 

Flow [l/s]

Hydrolic 

Power

0 0

1 1.7 1.7 16.677

2 1.59 1.5 1.545 30.3129

3 1.45 1.38 1.25 1.36 40.0248

4 1.32 1.27 1.19 1.12 1.225 48.069

5 1.2 1.16 1.1 1.04 0.98 1.096 53.7588

6 1.1 1.08 1.02 0.96 0.9 0.85 0.985 57.9771

7 1.03 1 0.92 0.88 0.83 0.78 0.73 0.88142857 60.5277

8 0.97 0.91 0.85 0.8 0.78 0.73 0.69 0.81857143 64.24148571

9 0.83 0.8 0.76 0.72 0.67 0.65 0.73833333 65.18745

10 0.73 0.7 0.66 0.61 0.6 0.66 64.746

11 0.65 0.62 0.57 0.55 0.5975 64.476225

12 0.58 0.54 0.51 0.54333333 63.9612

13 0.51 0.48 0.495 63.12735

14 0.45 0.45 61.803
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Appendix E: Design Decisions 

Assumptions Log for the Water Buffalo Bicycle Irrigation Pump 

Why a bicycle pump over a treadle pump? 
 Efficiency: According to studies by J.Y. Harrison on human power, pedaling is one of 

the two most efficient methods of extracting mechanical power from a human [24].  The 

other most efficient method is rowing, and IDE has found rowing pumps to be less 

desirable than treadle pumps [17]. 

 Dual use: Much of a bicycle pump’s hardware is simply reusing the bicycle’s hardware 

such as the frame, pedals, and chain ring, thus reducing the additional needed material 

and cost. With a detachable pump, the bicycle retains its value as a vehicle.  

 Transportation: A pump will need to be transported around a farmer’s land and, for 

property security reasons, the pumps will have to be taken inside every night. By 

coupling a pump with a bicycle, they can be more mobile than the currently available 

pumps. The pump and gearbox package is also much smaller and lighter than a treadle 

pump. 

 

 

 
Figure 38: CAD drawing of the Water Buffalo pump housing (in blue) and impeller (in yellow). 

Pump         

What style of pump? 
  

Name 

Construction 
Difficulty 

Head 
range 
[m] 

Power Input 
style 

Efficiency 
[%] Cost 

Suction 
Lift? 

Status 
for 
Irrigation Comments 

Scoop wheels 
or 
"sakia" Traditional .2-2 rotary 60-80 $$$$ no yes 

traditionally has 
always been a 
stationary setup 

Piston/bucket 
pumps 

Traditional & 
Industrial 

5-
200+ reciprocating 40-85 $$$$ yes yes  

Plunger 
pumps Industrial 

40-
400 reciprocating 60-85 $$$$$ yes ?  

Diaphragm 
pumps Industrial 1-2 reciprocating 20-30 $$$ yes yes  
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Progressive 
cavity (Mono) Industrial 

10-
100 rotary 30-70 $$$$ no ? 

Has to be 
submerged 

Open screw 
pumps Industrial 2-6 rotary 60-80 $$$$$ no yes 

has to have 
direct line to 
water, and 
close fitting to 
screw walls 

Chain (or 
rope) and 
washer 

Traditional & 
Industrial 5-20 rotary 50-80 $$$$ no yes 

Based on the 
materials, 
seems like it 
should be 
cheap: $$$ 

Resonating 
joggle pump Traditional 2-6 reciprocating 50 $$$ no ? 

has to be timed 
so that motion 
is in resonance 
with the water 
momentum. 

Centrifugal 
(volute) Industrial 4-60 rotary 30-80 $$$ yes yes  
Adapted from Water Lifting Devices [52]  

 

Tech Spec Categories 

Category Piston/bucket pumps Chain (or rope) and washer Centrifugal (volute) 

Weight   heavy, but compact. 

Suction Head 

Max near 7 [m] due to 
cavitation. 

Does not use suction so is 
not limited by suction 
distance. Max near 7 [m] due to cavitation. 

Total Head 5-200+ 5 - 20 4-60 

Setup Time 

Maybe self-priming if suction 
distance is short. Unknown 

Must prime the whole suction 
hose and pump housing. 

Flow rate, 1 
[m] To get a reasonable power 

demand, a physical 
characteristic would have to be 
adjusted to for each head. One 
option is changing the stroke 
length in some way. 

Different rope lengths 
might be tricky. I can think 
of no easy way to adjust the 
power demand for different 
heads. 

Centrifugal pump deliver a 
consistent pressure. So the power 
demand will be constant for 
different heads, and will just 
produce less flow. That is what I 
have heard from Jim P. and 
experienced. 

Flow rate, 4 
[m] 

Flow rate, 7 
[m] 

Momentum 

A single piston pump would 
make a pulsing power demand. 
Multiple pistons can smooth the 
demand. Andrew expects two 
pistons would still need a 
flywheel. 

Continuous with enough 
washers. Continuous and smooth. 
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sturdiness, 
drop  The parts are durable. 

Fit between the impeller and 
housing near the water input is a 
dynamic seal with a tight 
tolerance. Bending the safety 
could also mess up this point. 

sturdiness, dry 
use 

Dry use could damage the 
valves and piston-housing 
connection.  

Dry use could damage the dynamic 
seal. 

Transport  

Carrying the rope and 
washers on the bike as well 
as the hoses would either 
be a hassle or take some 
clever storage.  

Cost 

Around $100? Moneymaker 
was around $150 and Alan 
Spybey said a third came from 
the hoses. [19] 

~20? The stationary pumps 
need only a rope and 
wooden/rubber washers. 
Very simple material. 

$45 quote from Pedrollo for the 
pump housing & impeller for 100 - 
1000 pumps 

Other 
Attempts at 
Bike 
Powered? 

Alex Gowans - Two pistons, 
failed due to leaking piston cups 
"John TheTechy" - two pistons, 
cadence issues 
MIT Purple - single billows had 
too many inertial problems  
[27], [30], [31] 

commonly used for 
stationary pumps. I don't 
know of any attempts to 
make portable. 

Jon Leary/ MayaPedal - "made 
hundreds" 
Project 41 - out of business 
according to Andrew 
Treadmaps on Instructables - 
boasts 40 ft(12 m) in head 
[25], [26], [29] 

Numbers from Water Lifting Devices [52] 

 

Size of pump 
 Andrew Hall came up with the Pedrollo HF50 after looking at a lot of pumps.  

o All pumps with an electric motor are for a fixed shaft speed. All are high 
RPM 

o bigger, lower speed pumps might be more efficient, but cost more and are 
heavier. 

o people want more compact pumps 
 The pedrollo pump is roughly the same size as the gearbox (Pump radius = 

75mm, gearbox max size = 100mm) 
 We tested the pedrollo pump as a variety of powers and heads to see if there 

was a large change in efficiencies. The pump was most efficient in the correct 
power and head range, suggesting it is well sized for the application.  

 Analytical calculation from Centrifugal Pump Design textbook suggests similar 
size. 

 Analytic inlet size range included 1.5”, which is the target inlet size. 

 

Impeller and Volute  
 Shape 

o Impeller 
 Assuming a shaft speed of 1980rpms, and 60% pump efficiency 
 References Centrifugal Pump Design & Application [66] 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15Jpu10YRpeUvV66QkVIq1ATQZ54WEAnz/view?usp=sharing
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 # of vanes = 6  
 For increase head range but decrease in efficiency, go to 

fewer vanes 
 From Figure 3-2, p43 of Centrifugal Pump Design   

 discharge angle = 25° (slight droop) 
 From Figure 3-2, p43 of Centrifugal Pump Design   

 Impeller diameter = 3.5 in (89mm) 
 Pedrollo’s is 94mm 

 inlet eye diameter = 1.5in 
 Range = 1.4875 to 1.925in. 
 Pedrollo’s = 1.638 in   

 Vane width - needs further investigation 
 Curvature - needs further investigation 

o Volute  
 Curvature - needs further investigation 

 Components  
o Wear Ring 

 ANSI gives some suggestions for wear ring specifications, but 
doesn’t say specifically when one should be used.  

 “Wear rings are not found on every pump style but are usually 
seen on high pressure and high head style pumps” - Inyo Pools 
blog, not particularly reliable 

 Looks like we would want something like this: Haward Northstar, 
Impeller Kit: SPX4007CKIT. Included wear ring. 
https://www.amazon.com/Hayward-NorthStar-Impeller-Kit-
SPX4010CKIT/dp/B001EY0YKW/ref=sr_1_1?s=lawn-
garden&ie=UTF8&qid=1517968765&sr=1-
1&keywords=Hayward+NorthStar+Swimming+Pool+Pump+1+HP+Im
peller+Kit 

 I was not able to find a quantified case for a wear ring without 
making a prototype. For now, I am going to not included a wear 
ring until there is a demonstrated need.  

 Mechanical Seal 
o Choose something similar to the pedrollo AR -12 
o Metal Bellows: for high temperature (+200 C). Not needed 
o Double seal: for hazardous leaks. Not needed 
o Balanced seal: for high pressure (+100 m head). Not needed 
o Usually carbon-graphite is one of the surfaces, and the other is ceramic.  

Attachments & Priming 
 Type of hose attachment 

o To match the common attachments in the area, as well as the 
moneymaker, xylem, and future pump, the inlet attachment will be 
barbed. 

 Outlet style 
o Screw on with male straight threads.  
o See the Design Comparison Chart, Tab: Outlet Hose Attachment 

 Allows for non-pressure sealing threads, but instead a sealing 
gasket. Attaches with a generic barbed adaptor. 

 Can be repeatedly removed for priming without twisting the hose.  

 

https://www.amazon.com/Hayward-NorthStar-Impeller-Kit-SPX4010CKIT/dp/B001EY0YKW/ref=sr_1_1?s=lawn-garden&ie=UTF8&qid=1517968765&sr=1-1&keywords=Hayward+NorthStar+Swimming+Pool+Pump+1+HP+Impeller+Kit
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vBBBds2R910DPo6YEOr6xSGwBfDk45Fl0tWOkw9QEu4/edit?usp=sharing
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Design Comparison Chart: Outlet Hose Attachment 

   Complexity Complexity Ease Complexity   

 

Flow 
Efficiency 

Filling 
time 

Machining 
complexity Availability 

Hose 
twisting 
while 
attaching? 

# of 
openings 

Adjustment 
to 1" 

Hose 
Angle 

Importance high medium medium medium medium low low low 

Flanged 
outlet + 
priming 
hole 

? some 
flow 
losses 

depends 
on hole 
size threads 

widely 
available 
caps none 2 

done at the 
end 

can be 
wherever 

Single 
outlet, 
threaded + 
swivel 
attachment 

no extra 
losses fast threads 

widely 
available 
caps none 1 

done at the 
pump 

out the 
top 

Single 
outlet, latch 

no extra 
losses fast 

needs 
metal 
material 

custom 
attachments none 1 

needs 
custom 
attachment 

out the 
top 

 
 Inlet/Suction hose = 1.5” diameter.  

o That is a common hose size, and is in the acceptable recommended 
range from Lobanoff & Ross [66].  

 Outlet diameter - 1.5”   
o 1.5” and 1” are both fairly common hose sizes. 1.5” maintains consistency 

between the inlet and outlet. Further constricting the flow to a 1” can be 
done with a generic adaptor either at the outlet or somewhere in the hose 
line.  

o In field testing, a hose sizes (2”) did not achieve the desired vertical head 

Material & Manufacturing process 

Metal or Plastic 
The first choice about the material & process of the pump housing & impeller is if they will be 
metal or plastic. Metal has been shown to work with the Pedrollo prototype.  

 
The pump housing and impeller should be made of plastic because 

1. Plastic is significantly cheaper. For example, a cubic foot of phenolics is ≈$65. Most 
metal impellers are made of bronze, and a cubic foot of bronze is ≈$550. -CES Edupack 
[60], [61] 

2. There are small plastic pool pumps on the market, so plastic can hold up under the 
stresses of pumps in our target size. See Inyo Pumps, Little Giant. [63], [64] 

Plastics 

 

https://www.inyopools.com/Blog/identifying-major-pump-parts-and-their-functions/
https://lib.store.yahoo.net/lib/kingpumps/LGI-PMP-P-AAA-WG-Bulletin.pdf
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Figure 39 Yield Strength vs Price of Plastics. From CES EduPack [67] 

I advise that the plastic material and process selection is made by a manufacturer with 
experience making 100W pumps. There are many details that have been ironed out through 
years of centrifugal pump making and through plastic part making and an experienced 
manufacturer would be able to take advantage of that learning.  

 
However, if such a conversation needs a starting place, then I suggest 

1. Use phenolics with resin casting, as casting is the only plastic process that can be 
economic on the 100-1000 scale 

2. If not, use nylon. It’s twice the cost, but can also be resin cast.  
3. If resin casting does not work, consider blow molding for the housing.  
4. If not, or once over 1000+ scale, then go to other molding types (such as injection 

molding), which require large upfront costs, and see the following top materials. 

 
The following are the plastics cheaper than $1/lbs with highest Young’s Modulus. Plus Nylon. 
Source CES Edupack [60]. 

1) Phenolics - stable, stiff 
a) Resin casting  
b) Other thermoset molding: Injection Molding, RIM (Reaction Injection Molding) 
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2) Polyamides (Nylons, PA) - significantly more expensive (x2). Other small pumps’ 
housing are often made with glass-reinforced nylon.  
a) 3-D printing, Deposition-based prototyping 
b) Resin casting 
c) All types of molding 

3) tpPVC - cheapest, widely used, can be reinforced with glass fibers 
a) All types of molding 

4) Polypropylene (PP) -  widely used, often for kitchenware (drinking water safe) needs 
stabilizer to be UV resistant, might be too weak 
a) All types of molding 

5) Polyethylene (PE) - extremely water resistant, might be too weak 
a) All types of molding 

6) Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) - thin. Easy to sterilize. Used in drink bottles.  
a) All types of molding 

Metals 

If plastic do not work, then I suggest the follow process for shaping metals. They are the only 
processes that are economic on the 100-1000 scale.  

Processes 

Most Promising 

o Investment casting - 
 Investment casting - high labor intensity. Low batch size. Still maybe over 

$100. Not compatible with plastics.  
 Ceramic shell evap. - only usable with iron and steel 

o Sand casting - similar to investment casting 
 Evap. pattern sand -  Not compatible with plastics. 
 Low pressure - Only brass, bronze, Al, Mag, Zinc 
 Sand Casting - Not compatible with plastics. 

 
All Consider Processes (from CES Edupack) 
 

Molding 

o Blow Molding - maybe Plastics - can do complex hollow shapes, but only if they 
are thin-walled. Can be economic on the 100-1000 scale. 

o Compression Molding - no, high tooling costs 
o Expanded foam molding - no for lightweight foams 
o Injection molding - maybe - high batch size 
o Polymer Extrusion - no - cannot make a hollow 3d shape 
o Resin Casting - maybe. Low costs, but limited material. Works with Phenolics 
o Rotational molding - probably no. large tolerances 
o Thermoforming - no, can only make dished sheets.  

Casting 
o Die casting - maybe, high cost. 
o Investment casting - yes, high labor intensity. Low batch size 
o Sand casting -yes, similar to investment casting 

Composites Forming 
o No - Making the composites seems outside of this project’s scope.  

Deformation 
o Extrusion- no, cannot make a hollow 3d shape 
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o Forging - no high costs, no hollow 3d 
o Rolling - no, cannot make a hollow 3d shape 
o Sheet forming - no high costs, no hollow 3d 
o Sheet stamping, drawing, and blanking - no, cannot make a hollow 3d shape 

Others  
o Drilling - no, too expensive 
o Lay-up Methods - maybe, require use of composites  
o Drilling & Machining - no, too labor intensive or expensive to get complex shape 
o Pressing and sintering - maybe, seems like an alternative to injection molding for 

difficult to shape materials.  

 

 
Figure 40: CAD drawing of the pump shaft. The top image shows the exploded view of the components; the bottom 

image show a section view of the assembly.  

Pump to gearbox        

Attachment 
 x3 Bolt holes M10 to be used with butterfly nuts. 

o The bolt size was chosen to be consistent with the gearbox to bicycle bolt, which 
size was given as an initial constraint.  

o Additionally the M10 size is consistent with the bolt/thread size on the pump 
shaft.  

o The bolt hose size could be changed without major design changes 
 The first prototype used 3 bolts and nuts to attach a gearbox wall to the pump, and the 

attachment worked well.  

Shaft Design 
o Shaft diameter  

 Shaft diameter & bearing sizes - from force calculations: 12mm (factor of 
safety = 1.9).  

 Pedrollo’s pump shaft had a min diameter of 8mm.  
 For the worst case forces, use a 100kg person statically standing on 

the pedal.  
 The 11T #25 gear does not have enough space for a 12mm boar and 

a hub (or a 12mm boar and a 12M nut). Thus the gearbox side of the 
pump shaft will be 10mm.  
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o Attachment of impeller to shaft.  
 SDP/SI graph suggests a key. Buffalo Bike’s field tests show keys are difficult 

to work with, easy to damage, and get more out of alignment with wear. They 
suggests D shafts.  

 SDP/SI 
 Car DD shafts have the flat about 80% of the diameter. -Borgeson  

 12mm shaft should have 9mm flat.  
 “There are few standards for "D" flat dimensions and these dimensions vary 

from manufacturer to manufacturer as well as many have been developed by 
in-house users.”  Torquetrans 

o Pump shaft to sprocket 
 Two options:  

 Option 1: a sprocket with a hub that is threaded on the inside and can 
be tightened with a hex  

o Fewer pieces. Does not rely on friction. 
 Option 2: a separate sprocket and tightening nut. 

o The sprocket could be replaced independently of the nut.  
o Calculations suggest the friction from a tightened nut would 

easily transmit the torque.  
o The direction of rotation would tighten the nut, as we want.  

 We will go with whichever is more available at a cheap price.  
 For the CAD drawing, I used Option 1. 

 The reason this attachment method is different than the DD design of the 
impeller is that we will be able to mold the impeller to be a complementary 
shape to a DD shaft. As sprockets need to be a replaceable and widely 
available part, standard sprockets will be easier to use than only custom 
sprockets that fit a DD shaft.  

o Bearings 
 Bearings are sunk into the pump and gearbox housing for planer stability. 
 The pump side bearing is compressed between the shaft lip and spring of the 

mechanical seal 
 The gearbox side bearing is held in place by the spacing of the hub/nut of the 

sprocket.  
 Note that the shaft can slide axially through the gearbox side bearing. 

That should not be an issue.  

 

 
Figure 41: CAD drawing of the gearbox and shaft assemblies. The left shell piece is exploded and the right piece is 

partially transparent. 

http://sdp-si.com/plastic/design-of-plastic-gears.php
http://www.borgeson.com/Images/09Catalog.pdf
https://www.torquetrans.com/blog/cost-effective-d-flat-solutions
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Gearbox          

Chain sizing 
  ANSI #25, ISO 04C (¼:” pitch)  

o (3500 N) tensile strength  
 Force on gearbox chain ~ 600 [N]      SF=5.5 

o -ASME B29.1-2011 - Precision Power Transmission Roller Chains, Attachments, and 

Sprockets.ISO 606:2004 (E) p 8 Ansi #25 

Sprocket Sizing 
 Bicycle side: 9 tooth,.  
 Gearbox, big: #25 54 Tooth 
 Gearbox, small: #25 11 Tooth 
 Bicycle side ratio 1:4.9  Gearbox ratio 1:4.9  Total ratio 1:24    

o 80rpms→ 1920rpms. Goal 1875rpms. 
o Shigley suggests 17+ teeth and max 1:6 ratios 

 Both the gearbox and bicycle sprocket pairs add up to an odd number of teeth for 
even chain wear.  

 Using a bicycle chain would double the diameter of the gearbox.  
o Our best source of market availability is Andrew Hall, and he reports 

“There are also no … sprockets available in the African market. 
Chainrings are always integrated with cranksets and cogs are always 
integrated with freewheels.  Even outside of Africa, bicycle components 
do not have nice ways of matching to shafts.” 

Center to Center Sprocket Spacing 
 150mm from center to center of the two gearbox sprockets and thus also shafts. 

An online center distance calculator, with a .25 in chain pitch, and 11 & 54 tooth 
sprockets gives and even number of chain links (82) for a center to center 
distance of 150.9mm. I rounded down to the nearest millimeter so Rounding 
down that the chain has slight slack rather than trying to stretch the chain. 

 botlanta.org/converters/dale-calc/sprocket.html 

Shaft Alignment 
 The gearbox housing is attached directly to the pump in 3 points. The shaft is 

supported by a shell in 3 directions. 
o Note that we suspect the shaft alignment will need tight tolerances, as the 

gap between the impeller and pump housing needs to have tight 
tolerances to minimize efficiency losses.  

o If alignment is an issue, during manufacturing, the pump and gearbox 
could be attached and then the impeller and gearbox hold be cut in a 
single drilling pass. Additional pins or ridges with tight tolerances would 
help. 

Assembly 
 First, the impeller and pump shaft will be attached to the pump by tightening the 

nut inside the pump eye. 
 Then, the remaining bearings and sprocket for the pump shaft will be slid and 

tightened into place.  
 Then, the main gearbox shell will be slid onto the pump shaft and attached with 

the 3 connecting bolts 

https://www.asme.org/products/codes-standards/b291-2011-precision-power-transmission-roller
https://www.asme.org/products/codes-standards/b291-2011-precision-power-transmission-roller
http://www.ocm.co.jp/en/pro/roller/03_01_02.pdf
https://www.mcmaster.com/#6793k142/=1c26wyx
https://www.mcmaster.com/#2737t332/=1c2707f
https://www.mcmaster.com/#6793k3/=1c26yze
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 Then, the bike shaft will be assembled. 
 Then, the remaining flat face of the gearbox will be attached with the connecting 

bolts.  
 Then, the entire assembly will be attached to the bicycle with a long bolt (or 

threaded shaft) and a wing nut. 
 

 
Figure 42: CAD drawing of the gearbox's attachment to a Buffalo Bike. 

Gearbox to Bike      

Attachment Placement & Mechanism    
 Power take off will be chain driven. 

o Again see design comparison chart Tab: PTO 
 Attach the pump on the side of the bike 

o Buffalo Bikes has testing front mounts before. They make the attachment 
and tensioning more difficult than the single pivot on the top tub.  

o Also switching from a side mount to a front mount will be easy to change 
later. It was more valuable for me to assume the side mount and work on 
other design issues.  

o The side-mounted placement was given as an initial constraint.  
 Attach with a single pivot point, made with a hole and bushing, in the top tube. 

o Buffalo Bikes tested many attachment types before settling on this one. 
It’s admirable for its speed and simplicity.  

o This attachment hardware was given as an initial constraint.  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vBBBds2R910DPo6YEOr6xSGwBfDk45Fl0tWOkw9QEu4/edit?usp=sharing
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Figure 43: CAD drawing showing that the line of force between the chain ring and gearbox passes beside the 

attachment pivot. 

 
Figure 44: Diagram of auto-tightening force on pivot. The bicycle chainring exerts a force on the sprocket in the 

direction of the chain. Because the center of the sprocket is rigidly attached to the gearbox and pivot point, the chain 

force acts in radial and tangential components. The tangential force rotates the gearbox clockwise, which increases 

the chain tension. For clearer demonstration, this diagram is not drawn to scale. 

Drive Chain Tensioning      
 As seen in Figure 44, the force from chain will rotate the gearbox and tighten the 

bike chain. This auto-tensioning is only true if the line from the edge of the 
bicycle chainring through the pivot point runs in between the center of the bike 
sprocket and edge of the bike sprocket.  

 Additionally, the weight of the gearbox will tighten the bike chain if the center of 
the bike sprocket is above the bicycle-chainring-through-pivot-point line. 

 Additionally, interference from the bike handlebars will prevent the gearbox from 
twisting back towards the user.  
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Appendix F: Links to Other Resources 

Project Collection 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.c.4114595 

 

Onshape Water Buffalo CAD Drawing 

Onshape 

https://cad.onshape.com/documents/b0f8c16ed722823e0c0c7eea/w/b30c7aed828691fffe065eaf/e

/b205bec239811c42af7d37fd 

 

First prototype sketch-up drawing 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6378302 

 

Data  

Constant Power, Varied Heads Pump Test 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6352517 

 

Power Sweep Pump Test 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6352703 

 

Sprint Test 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6378224 

 

Blog posts about the trip to Kisumu, Kenya 

Beginning 

https://blumcenter-ucdavis.blogspot.com/2017/09/pedaling-for-water-in-kisumu-beginning.html 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6394634 

 

Midway 

https://blumcenter-ucdavis.blogspot.com/2017/09/pedaling-for-water-in-kisumu-midway-

by.html 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6394643 

 

Closing 

https://blumcenter-ucdavis.blogspot.com/2017/09/pedaling-for-water-in-kisumu-closing-by.html 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6394646 

 

https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.c.4114595
https://cad.onshape.com/documents/b0f8c16ed722823e0c0c7eea/w/b30c7aed828691fffe065eaf/e/b205bec239811c42af7d37fd
https://cad.onshape.com/documents/b0f8c16ed722823e0c0c7eea/w/b30c7aed828691fffe065eaf/e/b205bec239811c42af7d37fd
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6378302
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6352517
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6352703
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6378224
https://blumcenter-ucdavis.blogspot.com/2017/09/pedaling-for-water-in-kisumu-beginning.html
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6378224
https://blumcenter-ucdavis.blogspot.com/2017/09/pedaling-for-water-in-kisumu-midway-by.html
https://blumcenter-ucdavis.blogspot.com/2017/09/pedaling-for-water-in-kisumu-midway-by.html
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6378224
https://blumcenter-ucdavis.blogspot.com/2017/09/pedaling-for-water-in-kisumu-closing-by.html
https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.6378224

